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Section I:

Millennium Reserve Background
Calumet History
Throughout most of the 1900s, the steel industry was the dominant force that
shaped both land use and culture in the Calumet area. The first steel rails and wooden
ties of railroads were laid across the region’s landscape in the 1850s, and by 1900, nine
railroad companies had laid track through the area, connecting Chicago with the southern
and eastern United States. Today, so much rail has been laid that the Calumet region is
North America’s largest center for multimodal freight shipping.
However, by the mid-1970s, the steel-producing industry in the Calumet area
began to falter. Alternatives to steel, such as aluminum for cans and plastics for
automobile interiors, increased in popularity. America’s phase of steel-intensive
development slowed down, as many necessary pieces of the nation’s infrastructure were
already established. By 1982, the bottom fell out of the steel industry and Southeast
Side communities suffered a major blow from which they still haven’t recovered. Mills
closed and thousands of people lost their jobs. Residents who stayed had less money to
patronize businesses, and many stores and restaurants closed up shop causing a further
loss of jobs.
Though the golden era of steel manufacturing in the Calumet region faded into
obscurity by the early 80s, a relic of this period remains in the form of slag: the fusedtogether aggregate of minerals left over from steel making. A mass depositing of waste
began as early as the late 1920s, as licensed landfills didn’t yet exist, nor did regulations
related to garbage disposal. In the absence of technologies to lessen the impact of trash
upon the land or the community, liquid wastes were poured directly into waterways. Solid
refuse was deposited on top of earth, and municipal waste was trucked in and dumped,
making the Calumet area a major repository for Chicago’s garbage. While some was
benign, much was not; fly ash left over from burning Illinois coal, for example, contains
trace amounts of uranium. Over 130 years of industry has exposed the region to a wide
range of contaminants.
Over the past 125 years, the bodies of water and the overall hydrology of the
Calumet area have been altered dramatically. Today, lakes and marshes have been filled
in with slag and other waste materials to the point where some no longer exist. Lake
Calumet itself used to extend to 98th Street and Woodlawn. Now, about a quarter of the
lake has been transformed into land, and the water’s edge is south of 103rd street.
The economy and communities of the Calumet area are still recovering from the
loss of the steel mills, even during America’s recent period of prosperity. From 1992
to 1997, employment in the U.S. grew by 13 percent and the City of Chicago grew by
6 percent; during this national boom time, the Calumet area experienced a net loss of
2,000 jobs—mostly in the steel and steel processing industry. Many properties in the
area suffer from some level of environmental contamination. Roads are deteriorated and
some are inadequate for the weight and frequency of truck traffic needed for bringing in
supplies and removing products from industries.
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Yet there is a possibility to shape the property for industry’s needs in the Calumet
region, in a way that doesn’t exist in other portions of the city. In the 1990s, private
and public initiatives for urban industry focused elsewhere: Goose Island on the Chicago
River, the Stockyards, and other areas. These areas are dense, and options for largescale industrial development are limited. But the Calumet area has vast acres of open
land for industrial development. In fact, it has at least 13 sites totaling 1,000 acres to
work with. This is by far the largest amount of vacant industrial land in the city. Currently
the Calumet area has had less than 20 percent of overall demand for industrial space,
but it has almost 60 percent of land available for industrial use in Chicago.
Even with a 30 to 40 percent reduction in the amount of steel produced, the area of
southeast Chicago and northwest Indiana remains the nation’s largest steel producing and
processing region by a wide margin. Efforts at improving the region’s financial resources
must continue to support this important segment of the economy. Finally, another strength
of the Calumet area is not economic, but ecological. The bird life in the Calumet area is
very rich, and the vastness of the wetlands and open spaces makes the Calumet area
exceptional within Chicago.
The above information was excerpted and paraphrased from the Calumet Area
Land Use Plan, 2001.

Millennium Reserve: Initiative
Illinois Governor Pat Quinn launched Millennium Reserve in December of 2011
with the mission to transform the Calumet Region into a one-of-a-kind public destination
that protects and enhances natural ecosystems, supports healthy and prosperous
communities, and stimulates vigorous and diverse economic growth. Inspired by
Burnham’s Plan for Chicago, Governor Quinn challenged civic and community leaders to
come together to achieve more. He called on public, private, and nonprofit agencies to
take action that would build on the outstanding planning efforts and on-the-ground work
in the region that was already underway. He also called on all three sectors to focus their
existing financial and human resources around a shared action agenda.
The geography of the Calumet region,
arranged within an important intersection of nationally
historic corridors, complements the America’s Great
Outdoors designation in the national context. The
Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor
acknowledges the water ways and surrounding
communities which were and still are an important
part of the economic fabric of the Calumet region.
Additional national acknowledgment which fits within
the analysis for America’s Great Outdoors designation
include the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore and
efforts underway to designate a Pullman National
Historical Park.
It is envisioned that national
designation will be actively pursued for a Calumet
Heritage Area and an effort to pursue the same for
Black Metropolis Heritage Area is also underway.
Millennium Reserve efforts continued with an
August 16,2012 event. Attended by Interior Secretary
Ken Salazar and U.S. Senator Dick Durbin in addition

The boundaries of the Millennium
Reserve Calumet Core
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to state and local officials and organizations in Chicago, the purpose of the event was to
recognize on-the-ground work already underway by partners in the region. Twelve projects
were highlighted which demonstrated strategic goals and outcomes that aligned with the
Millennium Reserve efforts to date. These leaders also celebrated $1 million funding for
large-scale ecological projects by local, leveraging federal funds from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service’s Great Lakes Restoration Initiative to enhance communities. A grant from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Coastal Zone Management program
as well as $1 Million from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service were also acknowledged and
celebrated.
The August 16th event generated a lot of buzz, garnered feedback and also
raised some important questions, namely: is this new initiative reinventing the wheel
when so much planning has already been done? In the past 20 years, a collaboration of
state, federal and local government agencies, numerous civic and research institutions,
industrial and commercial business, and community interests from Illinois and Indiana
have already been striving to develop and sustain a new future for the City’s southeast
side, Chicago’s south suburbs and northwest Indiana. All of these groups, and
more, share a common passion and commitment for the important intersection and
interdependence of industry, environment, and community in the Calumet area, setting
the stage for continued work that forges a solid future for the region.
Keeping in mind these existing works in progress, the general consensus
among economic and ecological leaders after the August 16th announcement was that
Millennium Reserve will only be credible, successful and sustainable if it acknowledges
these efforts and the associated players, and looks to achieve regionally significant
goals and impact. With these strategies in consideration, the next step was to review the
region’s already existing plans and initiatives. Some of the initial plans identified include:
Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning’s GoTo2040; the Green Infrastructure Vision of
Chicago Wilderness; Openlands’ Greenways and Blueways trail plans; Northern Indiana
Regional Planning Council’s Marquette and 2040 plans; and Metropolitan Planning
Council’s storm water work, among others. While incredibly significant, these plans are
few among many. It was imperative to reach out to key stakeholders in order to gain
insight into the numerous other plans and projects centered on the restoration of the
Calumet region.
Conversations with stakeholders ensued through the months of September and
October. From business, natural resources and community leaders, to government and
civic organizations, the goal of these initial discussions was to take the temperature of
those engaged in the area in regards to the structure and function of the Millennium
Reserve effort at that point in time (what was essentially its first year). The objective of
these discussions was to pinpoint where the key challenges and opportunities lay, and
where the critical leaders saw it going in the future.
Through these conversations, it was gleaned that a number of priority projects or
initiatives had made progress, including but not limited to:
• The Calumet Summit, held three times over the past decade, brought together
industrial, ecological, research, government, community and civic leaders to identify
common challenges and goals and set a course for upcoming priority work.
• The Calumet Ecological Management Strategy and Calumet Hydrologic Master Plan,
envisioned at the Summits, were created and under implementation for several years.
• The Calumet Ecotoxicological Protocol, devised after two years of hard work and
negotiation, set a standard for ecological restoration which was protective of
terrestrial, aquatic, and sediment–based indicator species.
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• Numerous ecological sites were preserved and/or improved in the region, including
but not limited to: Powderhorn Marsh and Prairie, Eggers Woods, Burnham Prairie,
and Hegewisch Marsh.
• 30+ miles of important trail connections were acquired and/or constructed.
• A Landfill moratorium, passed and extended several times, was eventually passed
for a twenty year duration, essentially shutting down existing discussions about
potential landfill expansion opportunities in Chicago’s portion of the Calumet region.
• The Ford plant at 130th and Torrence was preserved and expanded with additional
funding commitments from Ford, the City of Chicago, and the State of Illinois, pulling
together a now thriving plant which is operating 24 hours a day with more than
2,500 employees.
• The Ford Supplier Park was built on a former Brownfield, providing manufacturing
efficiencies for the Ford Plant and its suppliers.
• Numerous federal initiatives, including Urban Waters and America’s Great Outdoors,
were put in place to support numerous efforts underway in the Calumet region.
These discussions with key stakeholders also raised myriad important questions
regarding what was becoming the next generation of the Calumet Initiative. The
stakeholders wanted to know: who are the players and what criteria must they meet in
order to be “critical” to the initiative? What will be accomplished ten years from now? Is
the call for further structuring of efforts necessary? Additional questions were: what does
the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) need in order to show success, and
what do the critical partners need to stay committed or join in the effort?
Moreover, stakeholders placed a considerable amount of emphasis on the necessity
of a bi-state convening with Indiana. The opportunity for collaborative efforts is apparent
in many of the ongoing initiatives, and there is a strong desire for the Millennium Reserve
to coordinate with those efforts. Critical Indiana representatives include Congressman
Visclosky, the Northern Indiana Regional Planning Commission (NIRPC), Save the Dunes,
and the Shirley Heinze Trust. Bridge organizations—those that are able to contribute
towards efforts that naturally connect across the State line—include: the Field Museum, the
US Forest Service, the US Fish and Wildlife Service, and Openlands.
A number of steps were taken over the next months to begin addressing these
questions and concerns. It was necessary to establish goals, partners, a timeline, and
a sustainable structure. Recommended strategy partners included representation from
the various Calumet sectors comprised of industry, ecology, and community leaders.
Grants and other resources were coordinated in order to achieve the most efficient and
sustainable results.
While these conversations were shaping into what would fuel the first sets of
coordinated conversations with key leaders, Openlands’ staff worked to begin visually
depicting the richness and abundance of known data, research, and studies in the region.
Their map is based on a sampling of plans and studies gleaned from 2010’s Calumet-ona-disk, created in partnership with the US Forest Service and the Chicago Department of
Environment. The interactive Calumet data map demonstrates the opportunities presented
by the Millennium Reserve initiative, and the potential of related efforts to collaborate and
leverage resources. The map also serves as a reminder that much is already underway in
the region, and engages leaders to consider this information going forward.
The first of three conversations took place on October 23, 2012. Attendees,
mostly representatives of environmental-based organizations and active funders, were
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presented with an overview of the important information from the conversations with key
stakeholders. A significant amount of time was spent discussing the challenges that
had arisen during the Millennium Reserve process to date, and the potential next steps
that might address these challenges. Among the issues emphasized were: lack of clarity,
frustration and confusion in regards to the established boundaries, IDNR’s specific goals,
and the availability of resources.
A number of vital questions with respect to IDNR’s efforts were formulated based
on these challenges. How would Millennium Reserve work groups, as well as individual
projects, continue momentum? Where could IDNR add value in terms of leveraging
resources, coordinating information, projects, and communication? Where are efforts
adequately progressing such that IDNR intervention is not necessary?
The overall message from the first convening was clear: the sustainability and
success of Millennium Reserve depended on expanded ownership and distributive
leadership. The intended results were to efficiently and effectively leverage resources,
coordinate communication, engage in land acquisition and management, amass public
attention, and turn talk into action. The next step was to dust off the great work already
underway and make it operational by examining the priorities and projects of Millennium
Reserve, and outlining the functions and communication protocol of a leadership group.
These issues were further discussed over the course of the next two convenings.
It was at this point that support from local foundations proved essential for
bringing together diverse stakeholders and funding the staff and research required to
move from discussion to action. Foundations have played a vital role spanning this
timeframe, beginning with the leadership and commitment of the Gaylord and Dorothy
Donnelley Foundation. More recently The Chicago Community Trust has joined the
effort, contributing staff and funding essential for the broad convening of stakeholders,
inventory of studies, and the work of the Steering Committee.
The latter of these convenings, held in February 2013, centered on a discussion
about the region’s economic development status, and opportunities with local industrial
and business partners. Practical regional projects needed to integrate economic,
ecological, and community goals in order to ensure success. Participants, identified with
the assistance of Chicago’s 10th Ward Alderman Pope, had all been involved in planning
and visioning for the region. They expressed that a successful effort needed a marketing
plan to deal with the negative perceptions of the Calumet region and boast about its
many positive aspects, including its rich history. The leadership group also needed to
coordinate with businesses to see that the skills of individuals within the community
are being put to proper use. The idea was to create a business friendly environment by
simplifying regulations, and facilitate a positive, active engagement between the region
and the government.
It was further suggested that existing efforts substantially benefit from
coordination and alignment. Such efforts include the Gary Airport, The Illinois
International Port, CREATE, a heavy truck route, and various legislative processes.
Another point that surfaced in all three convenings was that any effort undertaken could
not advance without clear potential and outcomes, so as not to waste stakeholders’ time.
A list of expectations for a leadership group was carefully discussed and
recommended through the convenings. The group would meet monthly to confirm and
revise priorities, review and approve projects, oversee work plans, and coordinate,
leverage and garner resources. There needed to be a balanced membership, with
interests spanning across the fields of ecology, economy, and community. Preferred
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members were already actively engaged in the Calumet region and respectful of existing
efforts. Furthermore, stakeholders advised that a good leadership group should: learn
from successful and unsuccessful efforts; align efforts and leverage resources; advance
regional priorities and critical projects; and devise tangible benchmarks and goals. This
input served as the key criteria for the group that would be called the Millennium Reserve
Steering Committee.
It is important to acknowledge the significant financial and staff investments that
were made by many partners prior to the launch of the Steering Committee. Besides the
activities and funding for the foregoing programs and projects that took place over several
decades, additional contributions were made during the formative years of the Millennium
Reserve efforts. Particularly, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
the State of Illinois, The Chicago Community Trust, The Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley
Foundation and other partners made possible the Millennium Reserve efforts to date.
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Section II:

Millennium Reserve Steering Committee Process
Overview
On March 1st, 2013, Governor Quinn signed an executive order establishing the
Millennium Reserve Steering Committee, made up of federal, state, and local partners
(See Addendum 2.1). The need for a Steering Committee had been demonstrated by key
stakeholders in the Calumet region, to identify specific projects of regional significance,
recommend major policy initiatives that could be pursued by the state of Illinois and
partner organizations, and identify potential funding sources for projects within the
Millennium Reserve.
The terms of the Executive Order reflected the critical points discussed throughout
the preliminary leadership convenings, resulting in a comprehensive list of criteria,
expectations, and tasks to be undertaken by a Millennium Reserve Steering Committee.
The Committee was expected to serve as a central governing body, and to maintain
leadership responsibilities for the overall execution of the Millennium Reserve initiative.
It would develop overall goals, objectives, and priorities for action in the Millennium
Reserve region, and provide direction into the development and implementation of short
and long-term work plans. The Steering Committee would be responsible for identifying
specific projects of regional significance, recommending major policy initiatives to be
pursued by the State of Illinois and other partner organizations, and assist in identifying
appropriate resources for such projects and policies. Finally, as it was pervasively
stressed among key stakeholders, the Steering Committee was obligated to engage with
Indiana-based representatives of like organizations to coordinate opportunities and
priorities for the entire Calumet region.
Per the executive order, the Millennium Reserve Steering Committee included the
following representatives:
• Director, Department of Natural Resources, acting on behalf of the State of
Illinois and representing Departments of Transportation, Commerce and Economic
Opportunity, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency, and the Illinois Environmental
Protection Agency
• One representative each from the following landowning organizations: Chicago Park
District, The Forest Preserves of Cook County, Illinois International Port Authority,
and Metropolitan Water Reclamation District
• One representative from the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning
• One representative from the South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association
• Three representatives from the private business sector whose companies are active
in the Millennium Reserve region
• Three representatives from community groups active in the Millennium Reserve region
or from organizations engaged in community development initiatives in the region
• Three representatives from non-profit organizations whose primary focus is
environmental protection and restoration, and/or outdoor recreation
• One representative from a federal agency representing the President’s America’s
Great Outdoors initiative

back to Table of Contents
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• Two representatives from the City of Chicago
• Three representatives from foundations that have established track records in funding
successful community, environmental, and/or economic development initiatives
• Additional members were appointed as necessary
The Governor also appointed a Chair and Vice-Chair to oversee the Steering
Committee’s engagement in determining the priorities, goals, and work plans of the
Millennium Reserve. The final list of appointed Steering Committee members is as
follows:
• Bill Steers – ArcelorMittal USA
• María Choca Urban – Cook County Bureau of Administration
• Tom Livingston – CSX Transportation
• Vicky Linko – Funk Linko Inc.
• Marc Miller – Illinois Department of Natural Resources
• Louise Clemency – U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
• David Doig – Chicago Neighborhood Initiatives
• Pat Brannon – The Pullman Civic Organization
• Tom Shepherd – Southeast Environmental Task Force, Calumet Stewardship
Initiative
• Arnold Randall Forest – Preserves of Cook County
• Mike Kelly – Chicago Park District
• David St. Pierre – Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago
• Anthony Ianello – Illinois International Port District
• Terry Mazany – The Chicago Community Trust
• David Farren – Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation
• Randy Blankenhorn – Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning
• Ed Paesel – South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association
• Jerry Adelmann – Openlands, Steering Committee Vice Chair
• Mark Bouman – The Field Museum
• MarySue Barrett – Metropolitan Planning Council
• John Rogner – America’s Great Outdoors Representative, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Steering Committee Chair
• Alderman John Pope – City of Chicago
• Alderman Anthony Beale – City of Chicago
Finally, the Executive Order inaugurated a Millennium Reserve State Agency Task
Force, accountable for informing and considering the priorities and specific actions and
initiatives of the Steering Committee. The Task Force consists of the leaders of the
following State agencies:
• Illinois
• Illinois
• Illinois
• Illinois
• Illinois

Department of Natural Resources
Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity
Department of Transportation
Historic Preservation Agency
Environmental Protection Agency
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First Steering Committee Meeting: April 2013
baseline of information, operations, guiding principles
The first meeting of the Millennium Reserve Steering Committee (SC) marked
the beginning of a new phase for Millennium Reserve, extending the partnership toward
a model of shared leadership and governance, and expanding the open space and
outdoor recreation theme to include economic and community health. The model was
conceived after conversations with stakeholders during the previous months (See Section
I: Millennium Reserve Background), and reflects the level and scope of engagement that
this effort deserves. The SC was not formed as another planning effort; their primary
charge was to develop a prioritized action agenda for the region and then identify
resources and create recommendations to begin implementing those actions.
Staff presented an inventory of plans pertinent to the region in order to provide
the SC with a baseline from which to consider focus areas, goals, and projects that had
already been recommended over the past ten years (See Section III: Synthesis of Plans).
The inventory consisted of 79 plans, and would eventually include over 90. Through the
effort of the authors and owners group—a team of stakeholders who had formerly written,
been engaged in, or implemented actions within the region (See Section III: Synthesis of
Plans)—the plans were organized into 11 major focus areas:
• Transportation: Rail and Freight
• Transportation: Roads and Public Transit
• Transportation: Green Infrastructure
• Trails & Recreation (Greenways, Blueways): Infrastructure
• Trails & Recreation (Greenways, Blueways): Human Use
• Ecology: Land Acquisition/Preservation
• Ecology: Land Management
• Economy and Workforce Development
• Cultural-Heritage
• Indicators/Metrics
• Policy Framework
Further development and review of the inventory of plans proceeded in tandem
with the SC meetings, informing the Committee’s decision-making process toward a
prioritization of projects and goals. The SC intended to create a work plan over the course
of six meetings. With this in mind, they discussed forms of structure for considering future
goals and projects. The Committee agreed to three tiers of timing: short term (1-3 years),
mid-term (3-7 years) and long-term (7+ years). The ideal work plan would be synergistic,
simultaneously encompassing ecological, economic, and community development.
Priorities and projects were considered by the potential impact of the SC’s intervention,
and the final work plan would be presented to Governor Quinn.
The next order of business was to incorporate a public engagement strategy into
the development of a work plan (See V: Outreach). The SC hoped to develop branding
options in order to inform the public about the ambitions of the initiative. Based on
the expectation that the SC engage stakeholders where they are—rather than hold its
own events—venues around the region were selected to capitalize on built-in audiences
and standing meetings hosted by SC organizations. SC members also intended to help
publicize activities by linking such events through their own web sites. Lastly, they
conceived guiding principles:
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Operational Guiding Principles
• Cooperate with agencies and municipalities to deliver the SC’s work in a transparent
and accountable manner.
• Make every effort to engage with Indiana-based representatives and like
organizations to coordinate opportunities and priorities.
• Promote diversity in all aspects of project development, implementation, and operations.
• Engage in honest and transparent internal and external communications.
• Analyze potential funding options and pursue concepts to the extent that they are
financially viable, fiscally sustainable, and equitable.
• Endeavor to reach consensus, defined by a judgment arrived at by most of
those concerned.
• Act as advocates and ambassadors for the effort, no matter the sector.

Guiding Principles for consideration of priorities and projects
• Respect existing land use plans.
• Adhere to economy, ecology, and community integration.
• Ensure no project operates to the detriment of another.
• Maintain focus on projects that are regionally significant.
• Leverage financial, technical and volunteer resources from broad interests.
• Projects should be bold, financially viable, fiscally sustainable, equitable and timely.

Second Steering Committee Meeting: May 2013
confirming principles, sharing knowledge, refining goals into impact areas
The second SC meeting marked the beginning of a series of “presentations for
shared knowledge,” led by members of the committee or other stakeholders to build a
baseline of understanding around key topics and focus areas. The topics presented in
May included: marsh birds study/hydrology, presented by Walter Marcisz, Citizen Scientist;
brownfields, by Ed Paesel and Reggie Greenwood of South Suburban Mayors and
Managers Association and the Calumet Heritage Partnership; Pullman and Calumet-wide
by Mark Bouman of the Field Museum. The goal of these presentations was to keep the
SC mindful of the importance and relevance of their charge in this important role, bring
their work into focus, and highlight some of the challenges and opportunities that would
be faced as they developed a work plan.
By this time, the authors and owners of the many regional plans and projects had
already done a substantial amount of work to prioritize the goals that would eventually
inform the SC’s work plan (See Section III: Synthesis of Plans). A range of discussions with
this group resulted in the refinement of the original 11 priority focus areas down to six:
• Identify and employ creative, efficient, and effective approaches to brownfields
redevelopment.
• Fill critical/strategic linkages for regional trail networks.
• Improve/develop hydrologic systems to reduce flooding, improve water quality, and
ensure resilient infrastructure.
• Improve and expand ecological parcels.
• Increase tourism by promoting the Calumet region as a recreational and
cultural destination.
• Establish the Calumet region as an epicenter of green manufacturing.
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The question of how the SC could add value remained at the forefront of
discussion, and critical goals of the May meeting were to further review the plan synthesis
categories and arrive at what would be described as impact areas henceforth. There was
a general consensus that each core area needed a “to do what statement,” in order to
clarify respective goals. A structure or policy framework also needed to be developed to
aid the selection of projects.
After a second round of refining the priority focus areas, the final point of order in
the May meeting was to confirm them for presentation at the Calumet Summit later in the
month. They appeared as follows:
• Brownfields
• Regional trail system
• Regional hydrologic management system
• Improved and expanded ecological parcels
• Increased tourism: destination Calumet
• Rethink manufacturing

Third Steering Committee Meeting: June 2013
report on outreach efforts, confirming impact areas, inviting project ideas
The third SC meeting began with two presentations for shared knowledge: Green
Infrastructure by Nancy Williamson, and a Regional Trails Report presented by George
Bellovics—both from the IDNR. The presentations provided important details that
informed the final determination of impact areas for project consideration.
A concentrated effort to discuss the purpose of the Millennium Reserve SC and
its considered impact areas took place between the May and June SC meetings. The
premier outreach event was the Calumet Summit. The Summit was chaired by SC member
Mark Bouman, and several other members and staff presented. The goals for the Summit
were to produce an action agenda of “next steps” to be taken at the local and regional
level, explore challenges and opportunities, and strengthen and stimulate networks.
An afternoon session provided time for the Millennium Reserve SC’s charge and work
to be discussed (See Section V: Outreach). The impact areas confirmed at the May
meeting were presented to Summit attendees, a group that consisted of more than 100
stakeholders from across the Calumet region.
In conjunction with the Calumet Summit, SC staff engaged in discussions with
the Calumet Area Industrial Commission, Southeast Environmental Task Force, South
Suburban Mayors and Managers Association, and Indiana partners. The goal of these
discussions was to further socialize the impact areas and understand their context within
the range of stakeholders in the region. Consequently, the working group expanded to
include a broader base of practitioners/stakeholders who helped to shape and inform the
potential projects to be considered (See Section V: Outreach).
As a result of the aforementioned public outreach efforts, the impact areas were
evaluated and refined down to the following five:
• Formation of a Calumet Heritage Area anchored by the Indiana Dunes and Pullman
• Jobs (skill matching, training coordination, special project opportunities)
• Green infrastructure (model projects of scale, project analysis/case studies,
financing models)
• Trails (critical linkages)
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• Ecological management (sustained volunteer, technical, and financial resources for
restoration and long-term management)
With more precise impact areas in mind, the remaining focus of the June meeting
was to discuss how potential projects would be invited and evaluated (See Section IV:
Priority Projects: Proposals to Work Plans). Members proposed a multi-step evaluation
process (See Section IV: Priority Projects: Proposals to Work Plans), and by the June 30th
deadline they received more than 65 projects that presented impressive opportunities for
the Calumet region. After additions, alterations, and consideration of the newly formed
partnerships that arose in the process, the final list of project submissions totaled 95.
In the weeks ahead, the Millennium Reserve work group began the process of aligning
projects within priority impact areas, and assessing the added value that can be provided
by the SC (See Section III: Plan Synthesis). A summary of the projects was presented
to the SC, in order to discuss the remaining actions needed to complete a work plan by
September 30th (See Section III: Plan Synthesis).

Fourth Steering Committee Meeting: July 2013
presentations for project context, evaluation process
The July meeting kicked off with more presentations for shared knowledge. The
presentations consisted of a discussion of industrial and ecological Jobs, with participation
from the Chicago Cook Workforce Alliance, Bill Steers of ArcelorMittal, and Cathy Geraghty
of the Forest Preserves of Cook County; an update on the Chicago Calumet River Initiative,
by Bill Steers, and David Farren of the Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation; and
Recent Activities with the Illinois International Port Authority, by John Rogner.
The majority of the meeting was spent discussing the evaluation process that
would be undertaken to determine which projects best meet the goals of the Executive
Order, the guiding principles of the SC, and the Committee’s evolving perspectives. The
evaluation committee, yet another metamorphosis of the team who had engaged in
plan synthesis and impact area definition, met before the July meeting to discuss the
evaluation process and compose an evaluation form (See Section IV: Priority Projects:
Proposals to Work Plans). The SC approved the evaluation form and process, and
members were asked to designate themselves or a representative to participate in the
August evaluation session.
The future of the Millennium Reserve SC beyond the final meeting, scheduled
for September 30th, was also discussed. At that point, the organizational structure was
almost solely made up of volunteers, with some paid staff. The SC was charged with
evaluating this structure in regards to the work ahead, to see if they could come up with
more efficient, alternative solutions, or formulate well-established reasons for keeping the
structure volunteer-based. Members also agreed to undertake a communication agenda
in the near future, and to begin addressing the important question of how Millennium
Reserve should be defined.

Fifth Steering Committee Meeting: August 2013
review of evaluation group recommendations
The August SC meeting began with two presentations for shared knowledge:
Pullman National Park, presented by Arthur Pearson of the Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelly
Foundation, and Calumet Heritage Area, by Mark Bouman of the Field Museum. After
these presentations, the Committee was presented with the results from the evaluation
group. Each of the 95 projects had been designated to one of the following categories:
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• Priority package or project
• Project benefiting from minimal assistance from one or multiple SC or state agency
organizations
• Projects needing no assistance but potentially benefitting from acknowledgement/
stamp of approval as valuable for the region
• Project with no owners, or not applicable to the process subscribed
• Resources or tools to support overall efforts
The term “packages” arose as a result of the many project submissions that would
be best served in combination, thereby solving region-wide challenges.
While the SC was concerned that approval of too many projects could potentially
dilute the overall effort, it was agreed that the projects and packages put forth were
all worthy of attention, and care would be taken to discern which projects were most
prepared to go forth in the short-term. Those projects best poised for immediate
implementation will likely receive the most attention and support from the SC in the
first phases of project oversight. The SC directed project leaders to move toward the
development of work plans for consideration at the September meeting.

Sixth Steering Committee Meeting: September 2013
review of work plans, SC continuation, next steps
The final list of projects and their attendant work plans were presented to the SC,
providing an opportunity for the project leaders to clarify actions and answer questions. A
detailed description of the projects can be found in Section IV: Priority Projects: Proposals
to Work Plans. Complete work plans of the priority projects can be found in the Work
Plans Addendum.
Finally, a description of the purpose of the Millennium Reserve SC was formulated
to accommodate public curiosity, and facilitate discussions relating the future of the
Committee. The Millennium Reserve SC is structured as a public-private partnership with
multiple stakeholders whose collective contributions are essential to realize the potential
of the vision for the Millennium Reserve.
More detail was provided for the collective contributions to clarify the SC’s role in
its selected priority projects. The Committee will ensure that diverse interests continue
to be represented, impart leadership for the shift from planning to implementing, provide
integrative oversight that taps synergies across plans, and seek public and private
resources to fund priority projects.
The Millennium Reserve SC structure was also further discussed. It was agreed
upon that the SC will continue to meet quarterly to organize plan implementation, develop
impact metrics, communicate with stakeholders, and identify and troubleshoot obstacles.
The Committee will also be charged with providing status reports on accomplishments
and impact, updating priorities, and proposing new priorities as work is completed. While
maintaining its current leadership structure, the SC will proceed to establish specific
project committees. These committees—comprised of Millennium Reserve SC members
and staff as project leaders, as well as participating organization staff and other
experts—will meet as required to achieve their respective priorities. They will also provide
guidance, feedback, and coordination for each project. Finally, SC members are expected
to engage partners not currently involved in these projects, but active in the particular
arena. Authority of the committees, established tasks, and expected deliverables are to
be determined.
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In addition, an Executive Committee will meet monthly to set agendas for future
SC meetings and overall work, and act on behalf of the SC in between meetings as
needed. The logistical expectations of the Executive Committee include developing
budgets, annual goals, governance policies, and providing oversight for staff.
Section VI: Next Steps and Conclusion, will elaborate further on the process that will
activate this leadership group.
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Section III:

Synthesis of Plans: Inventory of regional plans to inform
priority areas for work plan
Overview
The numerous pre-existing plans in the Calumet area, which were collected and
synthesized by a team of stakeholders, provided a baseline of information that informed
the Millennium Reserve’s overall priorities and work plans for the region (See Addendum
3.1 for a list of stakeholders). The goal of the synthesis was to understand the many
voices of the region’s stakeholders—to hear what they considered to be the important
issues that deserved to be addressed. A series of interviews and meetings took place
from January through May of 2013, in order to achieve this goal.

Plan Gathering and Working Group Engagement
In January and February, organizations and individuals who were known to be
significantly engaged in the Calumet region via policy, programs, planning and/or onthe-ground work were interviewed to gather plans specific to the region. This gathering
of information contributed to the development of an overall strategy that addresses
ecological, community, and economic issues in the Calumet area.
A series of convenings, referred to as “Authors and Owners meetings,” ensued
in March 2013 to review the inventory of information and determine how best it could
contribute towards the development of a work plan (See Section I: Millennium Reserve
Background). Authors and Owners were representatives of organizations who had
either written plans or were implementing some or all portions of plans addressing the
region. These plans were related to a range of issues, from natural areas inventories to
transportation systems, housing issues, economic development, overall regional goals,
and more.
The members of this group included representatives of environmental
organizations, foundations, planning agencies, and government including:
• The Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning
• The Field Museum
• Illinois Department of Natural Resources
• Openlands
• Chicago Park District
• Metropolitan Planning Council
• South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association
• The Forest Preserves of Cook County
• Northern Indiana Regional Planning Commission
• Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation
• The Chicago Community Trust
At the initial meeting, a preliminary list of plans was reviewed and additional
plans were added (See Addendum 3.2 for inventory of plans). The focus of plan synthesis
was to identify and analyze those that were regionally significant. Plans that were not
back to Table of Contents
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considered to be regionally significant were collected into parcels; individually these plans
may be locally impactful, but as part of a collected parcel they become more regionally
beneficial, presenting SC organizations with a gainful investment of resources. Attendees
were tasked with gathering more plans for consideration and the group discussed criteria
for inclusion and alignment of recommendations and resources. Emphasis was placed
on plans that stated clear visions and goals for the region and, where they existed, work
plans that had already been undertaken and reported progress.
The Authors and Owners group provided status updates on any plans with which
they were involved. Understanding that their work could not be exhaustive, it was
essential that their progress result in quick characterizations of each area of focus for
purposes of briefing the SC.

Informing a Work Plan in Short Order
It was understood that the process of synthesizing the myriad of plans in the
region was not to initially prioritize focus areas but, instead, to present a glimpse of the
type of information and ideas that existed. Aligning that information would hopefully clear
a path for prioritization in steps ahead.
The work plan was created in a period of six months, during which time the
SC gathered monthly to agree upon the priorities and, ultimately, projects that would
demonstrate progress for the region. It was understood that a six-month process for
such a complex region was an aggressive timeline. The process was dissimilar to a more
traditional strategic planning process in which elements such as a vision, mission, guiding
principles, challenges and opportunities, foundational elements, goals and work plans are
all constructed.
Rather, the process needed to be concentrated to capture the intentions of the
region’s stakeholders and recommend the focus areas in which exemplary progress could
be made. This premise was uncomfortable for some participants, as it appeared to be
missing critical steps in the traditional process of which all were familiar. However, it was
understood that the directive from Governor Quinn and the timing attached to it required
a compact process that led to priorities and projects in short order. The process was
indeed imperfect, but the talents and willingness of the participants ultimately led to
strong analysis that could inform the efforts of the SC.
The original list of plans originated from Calumet on a Disk, an inventory
created in 2007 and updated in 2010 by the US Forest Service and the Chicago
Depar tment of Environment. Calumet on a Disk includes at least 120 documents
per taining to local regional plans, in addition to applicable research either completed
in the past decade or currently underway as par t of the Calumet Initiative. Additional
plans were elicited via interviews. The list of plans considered for closer analysis
grew to 79, with emphasis placed on regionally significant information in order to
develop a work plan of the same focus—although the number of plans recommended
and quickly reviewed was more than 120.
The first steps of review were informed by a spreadsheet that provided the basic
information (See Addendum 3.2): date of document; originator; subject areas of impact;
general description; and any notes that could further inform the participants as to their
usefulness. Discussion informed an overview perspective with a set of questions to
determine which plans would undergo closer analysis:
• Is the plan realistic?
• Is the plan comprehensive?
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• Is the plan specific?
• Is the plan linked with related functions?
• Does the plan link public and private interests?
• Is the plan citizen-focused?
• Is the plan understandable?
• Is the plan problem- and solution-specific?
• Is the plan change-specific?
• Is the plan current?
While gathering information towards a full but not exhaustive inventory never
ceased throughout the six-month process, it was determined that the information gathered
during this time was robust enough to inform the next steps. The focus turned to a review
of plan goals that could inform overall objectives for the effort. Goals were listed and
alignment efforts ensued to summarize the needs and interests to which the plans had
given voice. The Authors and Owners group devised 11 aligned goal areas that informed
a discussion with the SC at its first meeting in April. The group reconvened after the April
meeting in order to further refine the goal areas, bringing them to the following list:

Transportation: Rail and Freight
Transportation: Roads and Public Transit
Transportation: GI
Trails & Recreation (Greenways, Blueways): Infrastructure
Trails & Recreation (Greenways, Blueways): Human Use
Ecology: Land Acquisition/Preservation
Ecology: Land Management
Economy and Workforce Development
Cultural/Heritage
Indicators/Metrics
Policy Framework
Steering Committee Input
At the April meeting, the SC reviewed a matrix of the plans that had been gathered
to that point, and winnowed the goal areas down to what they thought more accurately
addressed the needs and interests of the Calumet region and its stakeholders (See Section
IV: Priority Projects: Proposals to Work Plans). The SC was well represented by the working
group who would ensure that the various voices were heard throughout the process.
Following the April SC meeting, the Authors and Owners group met again to
review the Committee’s comments, and endeavored to incorporate more information from
regional plans into priority area development. An additional set of questions was applied
to the regionally significant plans, in order to further advise priority areas and determine
how noted projects might help achieve those priorities:
• Which plans best demonstrate integration of numerous goals and sustainable
opportunities?
• Which plans present projects that could be game changers?
• Are there projects that are not in completed plans that could inform goals?
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As a result of the SC’s April meeting and the efforts of the group, the priority areas
were further defined. They were presented at the May SC meeting as follows:
• Identify and employ creative, efficient, and effective approaches to brownfields
redevelopment
• Fill critical/strategic linkages for regional trail networks
• Improve/develop hydrologic systems to reduce flooding, improve water quality and
ensure resilient infrastructure, and expand ecological parcels
• Increase tourism by promoting the Calumet region as a recreational and
cultural destination
• Establish the Calumet region as an epicentre of green manufacturing

From Plan Synthesis to Priority Refinement and Work Plan Development
At that point in time, the plan synthesis phase was essentially completed, with
recognition that the SC and Authors and Owners group had sufficiently reviewed the
region’s significant plans. The Authors and Owners group transitioned to an expanded
working group, which contributed towards the development of the SC’s work plan.
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Section IV:

Priority Projects: Proposals to Work Plan
Following the plan synthesis process and the refinement of impact areas through
SC and public outreach discussions (See Section III: Plan Synthesis), it was determined
that the timing was right to consider projects for inclusion in the final Millennium Reserve
SC work plan. A five-step process was undertaken from June through October to garner
and evaluate project ideas, and to move priority ideas into projects and work plans with
input and approval from the SC at important junctures along the way.

Step One - Project Ideas

Project Identification and Evaluation Process

Based on the public outreach sessions, which took place from mid-May through
mid-June (see Section V: Outreach), a project ideas form was created and distributed
through the Millennium Reserve mailing lists, SC member organizations and other various
stakeholders—including organizations that hosted outreach meetings. This first phase
of project identification was intentionally termed project ideas, so as not to give the
impression that any monetary resources would be distributed at that point in time. The
most important aspect of this phase was to discern what types of efforts could best
demonstrate the impact areas informed by stakeholders and approved by the SC. Project
description forms asked proposers to apply their ideas to the SC’s guiding principles. This
was an important point in time, as it was unknown whether or not submissions would
come forth.
In less than two weeks, 30 project ideas were submitted. By the due date for the
first submission, June 30th, the number increased to 45.

Step Two - Additional Project Details
A second set of information was requested to further inform the SC’s
understanding of what project leaders hoped to garner from them. The focus of the
overall effort, as mentioned earlier, was not to provide grants, but to assess opportunities
for SC organizations to contribute a range of resources including human, technical,
and in some cases, financial. The project proposers needed to consider how the SC
organizations could best support their efforts. Additionally, the proposers were asked
how they might benefit from the assistance of the State Agency Task Force—consisting
of leadership from five State departments appointed by Governor Quinn: IDNR, Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency, Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic
Opportunity, Illinois Department of Transportation, and the Illinois Historic Preservation
back to Table of Contents
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Agency. By the due date of the second submission of information the distinct project
descriptions had grown to 76, and the overall submission deadline saw a total of 95
proposals (for the full list of submissions see Addenda 4.2).
Throughout the process, the representatives who served on the authors and
owners group for plan synthesis morphed into the evaluation group, assisting in
shepherding projects from ideas to work plans.

Step Three - Evaluation Process
The evaluation group developed and refined criterion with which to review
project submissions. This criterion was predominantly based on the SC’s Principles for
Establishing Priorities and Projects (See Section II: Steering Committee Process). Projects
were also evaluated within the context of the following impact areas:
• Promotes Tourism: Highly visible attractions and/or programming related to
heritage, recreation, and nature.
• Creates Jobs: Fills placement needs and/or creates new opportunities for local employment.
• Ecological jobs: provide paid and unpaid career opportunities, training for ecological
restoration, and long-term management positions
• Industrial jobs: identify human resource needs of industrial companies and
coordinate with social service agencies, community colleges and other training
organizations to prepare local population for forecasted positions.
• Advances Green Infrastructure: Establishes the value and practical application of
green infrastructure best management practices (e.g. storm water management,
urban heat island mitigation, climate adaptation) as an alternative to traditional
economic and engineering solutions.
• Expedites Trails: Supports cross-jurisdictional collaboration to complete key
connectors and increase or improve the use of the region’s trails.
• Advances Ecological Management: Aligns and maps regional resources towards
expansion, restoration, and long-term management of natural areas.
(See Addenda 4.3 for complete Millennium Reserve evaluation form)
Preparation for Evaluation Meeting
The official evaluation group was made up of a mix of SC members and senior
staff representatives including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

April Branch
Bill Steers
Heather Loebner
Cathy Geraghty
Arthur Pearson
David St. Pierre
Jerry Adelmann
John Rogner
Josh Ellis
Louise Clemency
Maria Choca Urban
Mark Bouman
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Michael Davidson
Pat Brannon
Suellen Burns
Diane Tecic
Tom Shepherd
Zhanna Yermakov
Reggie Greenwood
Jesse Elam

Based on recommendations from the July SC meeting, a team of experts representing
each of the impact areas was also convened. This cross-functional team reviewed the
submissions and suggested a “packaging”—or grouping—of similar projects to aid in
review. The packages, as well as standalone projects, are listed below:
Packages
Package
Package
Package
Package
Package
Package
Package
Package
Package

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6:
7.
8.
9.

Coordinated Resources for Site Improvements
Continuum of Conservation Learning and Action for Youth
Regional Green Infrastructure Strategy
Calumet Ecological Jobs Partnership
Calumet Industrial Jobs Partnership
Asset Identification & Mapping
Marketing Campaign for Regional Assets
Coordinated Land Acquisition for Recreation
Trail Connectors

Standalone Projects
Cal-Sag Trail
Shabbona Woods Campground
Calumet Heritage Area Feasibility Study
Pullman National Park
Ford Calumet Environmental Center Assessment
Blue Island Rowing Center and Boat House
Railhead of the Dunes
Underwater State Park
Lake Calumet Public Access
Accelerating Tunnel and Reservoir Program
Feasibility Study for Sub-Regional Storm Water Management Utility
Transportation/Connectivity Analysis
Project packages were distributed to teams of evaluators, and each of the 92
projects was measured according to its fit with the guiding principles. From this exercise,
an initial ranking of the projects was created, and served as a base for discussion at the
August evaluation meeting. The results of the meeting were presented at the August SC
meeting.
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Step Four - Review Evaluation Results with Steering Committee
In order to match priority projects with the most appropriate partners and
resources, recommended levels of expected engagement were discussed with SC
members prior to reviewing the results of the evaluation process. There was significant
concern that too many projects would be chosen for implementation, negating the goal
of presenting bold and regionally significant work. Early SC discussions centered on the
question of how many projects should be undertaken concluded that between 5-10 would
result in optimal implementation. Keeping in mind that the majority of the 95 projects
would have to be set aside, the following categories were devised to sort projects by levels
of impact and necessary support from the SC:
• Priority package or standalone project
• Project benefiting from minimal assistance from one or multiple SC or state agency
organizations
• Projects needing no assistance but potentially benefiting from acknowledgement/
stamp of approval
• Projects with no owners or projects not applicable to the process subscribed
• Resources or tools to support overall efforts
It was strongly advised that every attempt be made to acknowledge or assist all
projects in some way, including those that would not be undertaken by the SC.
Priority Packages
1. Coordinated Land Management: Ecological Restoration, Land Acquisition, and Trails
• Thornton-Lansing Road Habitat Restoration
• Burnham Prairie Restoration Section 506
• Wolf Lake Aquatic Restoration
• Harbor Pointe Terrestrial Restoration
• Powderhorn Prairie Restoration
• William Powers State Recreation Area Expansion at 134th & State Line
• Wolf Lake-Powderhorn Ecological Connection North of 134th
• Wolf Lake-Powderhorn Ecological Connection 134th & East of Ave K
• Bird watching Access to Indian Creek
• Tinley Creek Preserve - Villa Santa Maria Acquisition
• Lakefront Trail Calumet Park to State Line
• Burnham Greenway Trail Gap Acquisition of N&SRR Parcel
• Grand Wolf Lake Trail Loop
• Burnham Greenway Trail - between Avenue O and Brainerd Avenue
• Burnham Greenway Trail - between Brainerd Avenue and State Street, Calumet City
• Hegewisch/Big Marsh Wetland Restoration
• Burnham Prairie
• Powderhorn Prairie
• Burnham Park and Northerly Island
• Indian Boundary Prairies
• Green Lake Savanna Sand Ridge, Dolton Prairie, Kickapoo Prairie, Beaubien Woods
• Burnham Wildlife Corridor
• Xander Woods, Jurgensen Woods, Wentworth Prairie
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• Village Reforestation Plan
• Overnight Accommodations for GIT and ADT visitors
2. Green Infrastructure
• Green Infrastructure Schools
• Green Infrastructure Retrofits at Metra Stations
• GIS GI Planning, Installation and Maintenance
• Green Infrastructure Implementation
• Storm water Management Value Vacant Properties
• Rain Garden and Backyard Habitat Design and Installation Assistance Program
• Park Forest Green space Flood Control Project
• Midlothian Creek Green Infrastructure Mapping/Opportunity Areas Identification:
- Tuskegee Park Acquisition and Development
- 147th and other IDOT Street Retrofits
- Posen Green Neighborhood Retrofits
- Calumet Woods Open Space (Lake Riverdale area)
- Urban Wetland Restoration (Robbins)
- Blue Island South Cargo-Oriented Development Green Infrastructure
- Robbins Greenspace Project/ Blue Island Waterfront
3. Industrial Jobs and Economic Development
• Manufacturing Renaissance through Secondary School Education
• Calumet Green Manufacturing Partnership (CGMP)
• Calumet Manufacturing Workforce Assessment and Strategy for placement NOW
• Harvey Grocery
• Markham
• Sterling Lumber
• Wyman Gordon
4. Future Conservation Leaders
• Youth Conservation Action Windy City Earth Force
• Mighty Acorns Partnership
• Next Generation Youth Ambassadors for the Calumet Region
• Calumet Is My Back Yard (CIMBY)
5. Communicating Regional Assets
• Millennium Reserve Atlas
• Calumet Heritage Area and Black Metropolis Heritage Area Cultural Assets
Inventory and Map
• Calumet Kiosks
• Virtual Walking Tour - Cal Sag Trail
• CPD Active Recreation Strategy for Region
• Wayfinding Signage for Communities
- Blue Island
- Markham
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- Robbins
- Midlothian
- Posen
• Wayfinding Signage for Trails
- American Discovery Trail
- Grand Illinois Trail
• Discover Calumet Month
• Urban Biodiversity Week
• Trail Branding and Marketing
Priority Projects
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lake Calumet Public Access
Ford Calumet Environmental Center Assessment
Blue Island Intercollegiate Rowing Center
Pullman National Park
Calumet Heritage Area and Black Metropolis Heritage Area

Projects to receive minimal assistance
• Calumet Ecological Jobs Partnership
• Cal-Sag Trail
• Calumet Eco-Energy Industrial Park (submitted by private contractor)
Projects requesting endorsement
Shabbona Woods Campground
Other Projects
1. Accelerating Tunnel and Reservoir Program
2. Railhead of the Dunes
3. Overnight Accommodations for GIT and ADT visitors
4. William Tillman Maritime Academy
5. Park Forest Reforestation Plan
6. West Woodlawn Botanic Garden & Village Farm
7. Green Seed
Tools and Resources
• Brownfield Redevelopment and Intermodal Promotion Act (BRIMPA)
• Broadening Urban Investment to Leverage Transportation (BUILT) in Cook Loan Fund
• Cook County Land Bank Authority (CCLBA)
• Cook County Community Development Block Grants (CDBG) & HOME Investment
Partnership Funds
The August SC Meeting closed with a commitment to mentor the managers of
priority packages and projects towards solid work plans for presentation at the September
meeting. The work plans would include goals, outcomes, level/types of assistance
needed, and partners.
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Step 5 – Steering Committee Approves Final List of Projects
and Reviews Work Plans
At the sixth SC meeting, held on September 30th, 2013, the final list of priority
projects was presented and approved. Following are the descriptions of each priority
project as approved by the Millennium Reserve SC. For full descriptions and work plans,
see Addendum 6.1.
Important Note: At the time of this writing, any commitments requested of the
Millennium Reserve SC or the State Agency Task Force are considered preliminary and
dependent upon the individual organization’s guidelines, opportunities, and limitations.
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Section V :

Outreach
It is not overstated to suggest that outreach to the Calumet region’s residents,
businesses, and organizations that have been engaged for many years, is likely the most
important aspect of building a sustainable strategy for the Millennium Reserve effort.
The passion, commitment, knowledge, and steadfast nature of these stakeholders are
unparalleled and powerful assets to the region. As noted in the background section 1,
outreach began at the launch of the Millennium Reserve initiative in December 2011,
and has been an important element of the initiative. As such, conducting outreach and
garnering input was core to the efforts that produced the Millennium Reserve Steering
Committee’s work plan.
Since the formation of the SC essentially began in September 2012 with
preliminary discussions, stakeholder conversations have informed the work plan. In fall
2012 and winter 2013, the outreach was focused on understanding the perspectives
of the Calumet region’s stakeholders, and reaching consensus on the formation of a
distributive leadership structure. Considerable engagement with a group of stakeholder
organizations led to the priority areas and projects for consideration by the Millennium
Reserve SC (See Section III: Plan Synthesis).
After the SC agreed to specific priority areas for consideration by a broader
public audience—focusing on ecological, community, and economic interests—an
earnest outreach process was undertaken to review and eventually alter the priorities.
These refined priority areas provided the structure that invited the project ideas, which
eventually formed the work plan. The SC directed its staff to participate in strategic
opportunities through which the perspectives of the region would be heard.
Outreach activities, scheduled with support from organized constituencies,
were conducted from May to July 2013. Five population-focused efforts included the
Calumet Summit and meetings with the Calumet Area Industrial Commission, Southeast
Environmental Task Force, South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association, and a core
group of Indiana Partners. These organized outreach efforts were conducted in person,
with presentations followed by discussions with the stakeholders.
The Calumet Summit brought together over 120 stakeholders from across the
Calumet region, in Illinois and Indiana, over two days. Presentations on the second day
focused specifically on areas of interest by the participants, and followed input from the
last summit that was held in 2010. The second day was also designed specifically to
facilitate input from summit participants to further inform, refine, and expand upon the
impact areas that the SC had already developed up to that point. SC members and other
lead stakeholder representatives provided regional perspectives. A process utilizing
electronic voting allowed individuals to provide input in a time effective manner. The
information was extraordinarily helpful, both confirming certain impact areas and very
clearly redirecting others to address issues of most concern. The most prominent key
issues/interests were: the desire to develop a Calumet Heritage Area anchored by the
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore and a Pullman National Park, and the necessity to
direct a focused effort towards industrial jobs retention and development.
back to Table of Contents
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The input from the Calumet Summit was taken on the road and further refined
and developed as conversations ensued over the next several months. Each following
outreach event—including those held and/or attended by the Calumet Area Industrial
Commission, Southeast Environmental Task Force, South Suburban Mayors and Managers
Association, and a core group of Indiana Partners—added context, depth, and ownership
in the projects and work plan to come.
The response to these presentations and conversations was consistently positive
and energetic, and the attendees committed to conducting further outreach to their
membership by inviting additional project ideas. The participants in those events then
conducted briefings to their organizations via regular meetings and email blasts as
appropriate.
In addition to the aforementioned outreach efforts, individual briefings continued
to contribute to the information and inclinations of the stakeholders of the region. Both
SC staff and members attended or led these discussions. With each effort—group and
individual, formal and informal—momentum, energy, and trust continued to build towards
a work plan and earnest, attendant commitments.
The total number of stakeholder organizations represented in these discussions,
including government, nonprofit, academic, business, community and civic institutions,
was more than 100 (See Addenda 3.1). Individual members of these organizations likely
total more than 1,000. As noted earlier, the Calumet region’s stakeholders were genuinely
engaged, and essentially own this work plan.
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Section VI:

Priority Projects Descriptions
PROJECT NAME: OPEN LAKE CALUMET TO THE PUBLIC

These pictures depict the Calumet landscape
transformations over the last 100 years.

Lead Staff/Organization: Millennium Reserve Steering Committee
Potential Partners: Friends of the Parks, Friends of the Forest Preserves
Project Summary: Lake Calumet, surrounded by land owned and operated by the Illinois
International Port District, is a space of exceptional proportions. From a landfill and
industrial slip, to a golf course and birding venues, the ecological and industrial history of
Lake Calumet represents the challenges and opportunities of the entire Calumet region.
The opportunity for Lake Calumet and adjacent lands to be made publicly accessible is one
of the premier desires and focus areas for the Millennium Reserve Steering Committee. It
represents one of the best opportunities to advance all three of the primary purposes of
Millennium Reserve (ecological, economic and community development).
As Mayor Rahm Emmanuel and Governor Pat Quinn
appoint the board of the Port District, their engagement and
support is necessary to make this opportunity a reality. The
Port District is at a critical juncture, undergoing a renaissance
in program policy and operations, which puts access to Lake
Calumet in the optimal position to be achieved. Both political will
and operational commitment are necessary to fully realize and
harness the abundance of assets that Lake Calumet has to offer.
The significant amount of industrial and economic work
that has already been conceptualized by a strong group of
constituents facilitates a practical rethinking of Lake Calumet’s
many uses. The Millennium Reserve Steering Committee
recommends that an agreement be pursued between the Illinois
International Port District and potential land managers for longterm public access that complements the important economic
development objectives being pursued with ecological and
recreational uses.
back to Table of Contents
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PROJECT NAME: BLUE ISLAND INTERCOLLEGIATE
ROWING CENTER AND MARINA

Lead Staff/Organization: Jason Berry, City of Blue Island
Committed Partners: Metropolitan Planning Council, City of Blue Island Chicago Park
District and Cook County
Potential Partners: Metropolitan Water Reclamation District, Chicago Park District, the
Forest Preserves of Cook County
Project Summary: The construction of a rowing facility and boathouse on Fay’s Point in
Blue Island would complement the existing marina. A multi-user facility would attract both
competitive and recreational users and provide an economic stimulus to local economies.
Project Abstract: The Cal-Sag is uniquely suited to high-level rowing competitions
because of its lack of current, protection from wind, and straightness. Blue Island, with
essentially NO supporting infrastructure (storage, dock, etc.) has already hosted several
intercollegiate regattas, attracting men’s and women’s teams from most of the Big Ten
schools (Wisconsin, Michigan, Michigan State, etc.) and further afield (Dartmouth, George
Washington, Notre Dame). Blue Island has already installed a lane system in the CalSag (with MWRD and USACE), but needs another lane in order to host the highest level of
competition. Each regatta attracts approximately 1,000 people, and could attract more
if there were an actual infrastructure system in place. Several area rowing clubs, high
schools, and colleges have expressed interest in using the rowing center as a permanent
home, and beginning a continuum of training to attempt to secure collegiate scholarships
for area youth. The University of Wisconsin and Notre Dame have both approached Blue
Island about making that course their “home course,” but that will require investment in
supportive facilities.
The proposed site for the Blue Island Intercollegiate Rowing Center is on the
Cal-Sag Trail, at Fay’s Point, which is also the only part of Blue Island in IDNR’s Coastal
Zone Management area. There is an existing, underutilized marina at the location, which
may soon come into Blue Island’s possession. Between the marina, rowing center, trail,
adjacent housing, and a potential restaurant, this is a revenue-generating operation, and
Blue Island will seek an outside entity to manage it.
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PROJECT NAME: MILLENNIUM RESERVE INDUSTRIAL JOBS WORK PLAN
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT

Lead Staff/Organization: Mollie Dowling, Director, OAI Chicago Southland, OAI, Inc.
Partner Organizations: South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association, Calumet
Area Industrial Commission, Illinois Manufacturing Excellence Center, Chicago
Southland Economic Development Corporation, Prairie State College, South Suburban
College, Richard J. Daley College/ City Colleges of Chicago, Moraine Valley Community
College, Manufacturing Works, Chicagoland Workforce Funders Alliance, CNI – Chicago
Neighborhoods Initiative, Chicago Cook Workforce Partnership (“The Partnership”),
National Able Career Network, Chicago Manufacturing Renaissance Council, Calumet
Regional High Schools such as: Rich East, Bloom, Homewood Flossmoor, Cong.
Congressman Robin Kelly, 2nd Congressional District, World Business Chicago.
Project Summary:
Purpose/ Mission: Enhance the manufacturing industry in the Millennium Reserve/
Calumet Region by addressing the labor/skills mismatch and promoting careers in
manufacturing to ensure a competitive workforce is a key asset for regional economic
development.
Objectives: Addressing the labor/skills mismatch and promoting careers in
manufacturing will ensure a competitive workforce and enhance the manufacturing
industry in the Millennium Reserve/Calumet region. The main objectives are: increase
employer investment in the Calumet regional workforce; meet manufacturers’ labor
needs by aligning the consultative services, preparatory services, and training
resources available to businesses as well as unemployed, dislocated, and incumbent
workers; and promote careers in manufacturing. The undertaking of these tasks is a
key asset for regional economic development.
Project Abstract: The Millennium Reserve Industrial Jobs Work Plan (MRIJWP) builds
on the successful Calumet Green Manufacturing Partnership (CGMP) initiative, which
utilizes a dual customer approach to build career advancement pathways for low-skilled/
underprepared workers, and meet employer demands. Building on existing relationships,
the MRIJWP aims to weave deep, long-lasting interconnections among employers;
the public workforce system; and education, training, and support service providers,
organizing them to provide a continuum of education, training, career coaching, asset
development, job placement, job retention and advancement, and support services.
Using this approach, technical training for both new and existing workers will lead
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to family and community-sustaining livable-wage employment. Increased business
satisfaction, employee retention, productivity, and higher revenues will be met with
decreased regional unemployment and dependence on public assistance. The partners
of this work plan have a number of existing resources, but have also identified areas that
will require additional funding in order to sustain their effectiveness.
Background: The Calumet Core is a distinct region
that has a common economic, social, and ecological
history and is where lines of interstate highways, five
Class I railroads, two major intermodal terminals
(where containers are shifted between truck and
rail), and a Great Lakes port intersect with hundreds
of manufacturers and logistics companies. Once
a vibrant manufacturing community, the Calumet
Core region has experienced severe disinvestment
over the last several decades. The contraction
of heavy industry has left an extensive supply of
vacant properties, high levels of unemployment,
and depressed household income in its wake.
Despite this reality, new and existing manufacturing
companies are locating and expanding in the
Calumet Core region. Though committed to locating
in this well positioned geographic area, employers
have unanimously shared with many of the partners
in this work plan that they cannot locate the skilled
workforce they need to meet their current or
projected business growth.
Business Leadership & Investment: The leader of MRIJWP will be the Employer
Leadership Committee. This committee is comprised of over 50 manufacturers and
is actively expanding through outreach to new membership. The MRIJWP Partners
will coordinate their respective employer advisors beyond the work of the Leadership
Committee to guide the MRIJWP priorities. This initiative will focus predominantly on the
manufacturing subsector of metal fabrication because of the high regional concentration
of these types of businesses, but will also serve the needs of additional burgeoning
regional sub-sectors including the chemical, pharmaceutical, and food manufacturing
industries. However, the MRIJWP Partners are poised to respond to the business and
workforce needs of any manufacturing business in the Calumet Core region, regardless of
product line or supply chain.
The MRIJWP will work with its employer member leaders to invest in their
communities and in their own workforce by: providing internships for students in middle
and high schools; present at local school boards; use employer assisted housing programs
to help employees find homes; teach at Community Colleges; provide on-the-job training
and professional development for their existing workers; invest in technical training
facilities at local colleges; politically support infrastructure investments; and promote the
region by visiting new companies who are considering opening in the Calumet region. The
MRIJWP aims to create quality communities, because the potential of a company depends
upon on the quality of its workers as much as the community in which its workforce lives.
The MRIJWP is based on the premise that economic development is a balance of profit,
workforce, and community/environment--the triple bottom line.
Aligning Regional Resources: The MRIJWP technical training partners are collaborating
with the Illinois Pathways Manufacturing STEM Learning Exchange lead organization,
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and the Illinois Manufacturers Association (IMA) Education Foundation, to implement
pathways in manufacturing including shared bridge programs, credit for prior learning,
online courses, inter-collegiate articulation agreements, stackable credentialing, and
work-based learning. Some of these strategies are already underway and some are still
being developed. Case management services are enhanced to address the distinctive
needs of adult learners through the CGMP initiative, as well as through various The
Partnership’s WorkNet partners including: CAIC, MW, National Able, and others and to
remove barriers to advancement. Three of the four college partners are participating in
the INAM consortium, which is working to enhance some of the aforementioned strategies
for educational pathways for the manufacturing workforce. Similarly, employer partners
continue to affirm that the steps toward more worker responsibility and compensation is
based on a steady accumulation of skills and experience, much of which is documented
through acquiring additional industry recognized credentials.
The MRIJWP includes the active involvement of the Chicagoland Workforce
Funders Alliance (CWFA) and its Manufacturing Workforce Intermediary partner, IMEC.
The work plan partnership is working with IMEC to engage regional manufacturing
companies to understand the root causes of their workforce problems, and facilitate
addressing and improving these problems. The CWFA is the fiscal agent for the CGMP
initiative and has expressed an interest in supporting the future efforts of the MRIJWP
and its partners.
Promoting Manufacturing Careers: The MRIJWP aims to serve all Calumet residents who
have not recognized the potential of manufacturing to support middle-class prosperity,
and have not acquired the technical and workforce skills to work in jobs in this sector.
In order to succeed in providing employers with an effective trained workforce and fulfill
its desired impact, the MRIJWP will participate in the Calumet’s extensive economic
and community development programs through SSMMA, CSEDC, and CNI that integrate
economic and community development with projects in housing, jobs, workforce, site
development, and infrastructure.
Coordination and Leadership: OAI, Inc., a non-profit workforce development organization
that has been serving residents of the Chicagoland region for over 37 years, is the
local community-based partner that has been at the center of the CGMP initiative —
coordinating the employer engagement and Employer Advisory Committee, recruiting
low-income residents for the technical training initiative, supporting students through
training, connecting them with sustainable careers after graduation and helping to retain
them in these positions for at least one year. Almost 80 Calumet residents have gained
employment in the manufacturing sector in the past 18 months through these efforts and,
according to Calumet area companies this level of workforce training pales in comparison
to their hiring needs and, as a result, workforce development efforts need to be scaled up
significantly to meet projected job openings.
Additionally, OAI has coordinated the payment of tuition to the partner Colleges for
this training and has worked closely with local economic development partner SSMMA/
CSEDC to retain and attract manufacturers to the Calumet region through a coordinated
workforce/ economic development strategy. OAI has also worked to expand the CGMP
collaborative by actively including regional business membership group CAIC, and by
working to coordinate the efforts of regional WIA-affiliate agencies to effectively leverage
public Workforce Investment Act funds for College-based training tuition. OAI and SSMMA
have also collaborated with CMRC to help connect manufacturers to local High Schools and
expand training in STEM areas such as manufacturing for the purpose of increasing interest
in pursuing career pathways in this growing and regionally important sector. Having worked
with every entity included in this expansive partnership, OAI is uniquely poised to coordinate
and facilitate the matrix of Objectives and Activities included in this work plan.
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PROJECT NAME: INDUSTRIAL JOBS CREATING INDUSTRIAL JOBS ON BROWNFIELD SITES IN THE CALUMET REGION

Lead Staff/Organization: South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association (SSMMA)
Partner Organizations: Cook County (CC), Chicago Neighborhood Initiatives (CNI),
Enterprise Community Partners (ECP), South Suburban Land Bank and Development
Authority (SSLBDA), Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT), Cook County Land Bank
(CCLB), Calumet Area Industrial Commission (CAIC), Chicago Southland Development Fund
(CSDF)
Project Abstract: Despite its high rate of unemployment, the Calumet retains resilient
industrial clusters, particularly in metal fabrication, chemical processing, industrial
equipment manufacturing, and logistics. Undergirding the Calumet’s industrial base is one
of North America’s richest networks of freight transportation infrastructure, with assets
that include lines of five Class I and two short-line freight railroads, four major intermodal
terminals (where containers are shifted between truck and rail) with close connections to
four expressways, two massive classification terminals (where freight cars are organized
into trains), and a barge channel to the Mississippi River system terminating in a Great
Lakes port. Industrial projects that capitalize on such freight transportation assets are
known in the professional literature as cargo-oriented developments (COD). One symbol
of the Calumet’s deterioration–its inventory of over 3,000 acres of vacant or severely
underutilized, industrially-zoned land, in blocks of five or more contiguous acres with
excellent COD potential—is also a major asset for its redevelopment.
SSMMA, Cook County, CNI, CAIC have worked together to create a platform of
programs that support the private redevelopment of brownfield sites in the Calumet.
SSMMA, CNI, and CAIC are collaborating to ensure these programs can work with the
specific needs of particular sites. SSMMA has identified four key rail served properties
each about 20 acres, which are poised for redevelopment. One of these sites has just
been acquired by a manufacturing company bringing almost 200 jobs to the Calumet.
But for the other sites to be redeveloped, the Calumet needs the support of the MRSC to
secure the necessary funding to finance acquisition and predevelopment work for COD
projects, and the support of State and other agencies to align their policies and programs
to address the unique problems associated with infill development on brownfields.
Elements of Development Solutions: SSMMA and many partner organizations
have created a variety of resources to encourage site development in the Calumet.
Components of this field of resources include:
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GIS Based Site Planning Program: Since 2008 the South Suburban Mayors and
Managers Association (SSMMA) has steadily improved its South Suburban GIS Atlas
[http://www.ssatlas.org/], an on-line system that integrates data in a geographic
information system (GIS) environment on some 300 features of potential development
sites and displays this information on maps that can be customized by the user.
Brownfields Revolving Loan Fund and Assessment Program: SSMMA operates and
continually improves brownfield evaluation and remediation programs using its RLF funded
by the US Environmental Protection Agency, as a key facet of its capacity to redevelop sites.
SSMMA has received funding in excess of $5 million dollars for this program.
Southland Community Development Fund and Investment Consortium: In 2011 SSMMA
and its supporters established a revolving loan fund for industrial redevelopment
in COD and transit-oriented community development in the Calumet. Seeded with a
$1.5 million award from the Sustainable Communities Challenge Grant program of US
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the Southland Fund is now
capitalized at $6 million.
BUILT in Cook Loan Fund: Drawing on the development experience of the Calumet region,
the Cook County Bureau of Economic Development has created a $30 million loan fund to
provide gap financing for viable cargo oriented developments.
New Markets Tax Credits (NMTC): The Calumet has numerous census tracts which meet
the criteria established by the NMTC program, making NMTC a critical financial tool in
many parts of our region. The Chicago Neighborhood Initiative has a NMTC allocation and
is skilled in its application.
South Suburban and Cook County Land Banks: Looking to successful models of land
banks in other regions, Cook County organizations have established two land banks
that work in partnership as instruments for assembling and holding industrial land on a
tax-exempt basis and clearing title, as well as the more common uses of controlling and
managing derelict residential and commercial properties.
Brownfields Redevelopment and Intermodal Promotion Act (BRIMPA) (Illinois Public
Act 098-0109, Article 3): This Act establishes a COD zone at the center of the Calumet
and creates a fund of up to $21 million, capitalized from state income tax paid by new
industrial\logistics workers in the zone, that will be used to repay the land acquisition and
predevelopment costs of a developer or end user.
Other Financial Tools: In addition to these specific tools, the State of Illinois and local
governments offer other financial incentives that can be used to promote development in
the Calumet.
Proposed Millennium Reserve Land Development Program: An additional resource is
needed to make the existing financing programs for COD in the Calumet effective. This
key component is flexible, high-risk capital in the hands of a not-for-profit development
organization that can be used early in the redevelopment process to mitigate risks that
are open-ended for private investors. In most cases, industrial sites in the Calumet
require land assembly from multiple owners, often with title to these properties clouded
with numerous liens which are tedious and costly to clear. Thus, a private investor does
not know if he can carry out this assembly within a specified time frame during which
he will be liable for property taxes and the other responsibilities of land ownership.
Furthermore, most of the industrial land in the Calumet must at least be evaluated for
environmental contamination. In many cases a professional assessment of potential
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contamination cannot be conducted until control of the property is secured, placing the
prospective developer in a chicken-or-egg dilemma regarding property ownership and
the potential costs of environmental cleanup. Low interest loans are generally not a
sufficient incentive to encourage private investors to face such obstacles.
In order to overcome these crucial impediments to the redevelopment of industrial
sites in the Calumet, the Industrial Jobs Committee of the Calumet Reserve Initiative
requests MRSC support to secure $1.5 million in grants from a variety of sources to
provide capital investment in the Southland Community Development Fund (the Fund).
A contributor to this grant request would provide top tier risk capital designed to
leverage additional investments for the land acquisition and predevelopment expenses
of industrial development. This process would follow the Fund’s original capitalization
in which a $1.5 million HUD grant, initially restricted for housing, attracted an additional
$4.5 million investment from Enterprise Community Partners (ECP), which is also the fiscal
manager of the Fund. In its utilization the capital grant would fund site development work
such as SSMMA and CNI have completed for industrial users in Chicago and in Harvey. For
example, a company in Harvey is investing over $10 million in redevelopment of a 500,000
square foot manufacturing building, for which SSMMA arranged brownfield assessment
and remediation, public grants that provided connecting rail and road infrastructure
improvements, and other services that made the project site shovel ready. Through the
grant sought in this proposal, this type of development process could be accelerated and
conducted on a scale large enough to impact the Calumet region.
The SSMMA has initiated a site redevelopment process on four sites to
overcome impediments to development associated with financing land assembly and/
or predevelopment challenges to pave the way for viable COD projects. One of the sites
located in Harvey and Phoenix was successfully purchased by a manufacturing company
needing a rail served site after SSMMA did brownfield assessments and planning; the
State is financing a rail spur, and the County is supporting a street redevelopment
for truck access, among other work. The Company is investing over $10 million to
redevelop the property so it can consolidate 120 employees and create an additional
40-50 jobs at this location. The other sites need similar work including site assembly or
predevelopment tasks that could be carried out while the sites are owned by the South
Suburban or Cook County land banks. Under such a scenario, the Southland Fund could
loan money to the South Suburban or Cook County Land Bank under especially favorable
conditions so that the designated Land Bank can hold the property on a tax exempt basis
and use its expertise and working relationships to clear title expeditiously. Concurrently
SSMMA, CNT, CAIC, and CNI would coordinate the predevelopment improvements,
entitlements, and financing processes required to bring each project to completion ending
in transferring title to an industrial user.
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PROJECT NAME: COMMUNICATING CALUMET ASSETS

Lead Staff/Organization: South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association (SSMMA)
Committed Partners: Cook County, Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT), Field Museum
Potential Partners: Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR), Calumet
Municipalities, City of Chicago, Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP), Delta
Institute, Chicago Wilderness, USEPA, Metropolitan Water Reclamation District (WMRD),
Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO), Calumet Stewardship
Initiative (CSI)
Project Summary: The Calumet Region is a
distinct place with an abundance of high quality,
yet largely undiscovered natural assets and
development opportunities. In order to more
effectively communicate the Calumet region, the
Committee is asking MRSC to support funding
requests to organizations to organize and catalog
extensive information about the Calumet assets
and development opportunities by expanding the
SSMMA GIS Atlas. This GIS Atlas can now also
be an unique platform for communicating this
information through a new ESRI based software
platform, GIS Story Mapping. The Committee
asks MRSC to support creating ESRI’s Story
Map templates for the Calumet’s assets. These templates fulfill three goals: to showcase
interesting sites and topics of related interest with text, photos, and other interactive
story-telling content; to explore techniques, strategies and best practices of web-based
storytelling to inform, educate, and stimulate the targeted audience; and to help foster the
development of other story maps. This application in conjunction with a robust expansion
of collecting underlying GIS based information on the Suburban Atlas will provide the
tools for the Calumet Community to record, analyze, plan, educate and discover the many
opportunities to live, work, and recreate in the Calumet Region.
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Project Abstract: Using grants and investments from a variety of sources, the South
Suburban Mayors and Managers Association (SSMMA) in cooperation with Cook
County has created a unique set of online mapping viewers which allows a variety
of users to input and edit spatially-referenced data and use GIS tools to analyze
data layers all within a web browser. These state of the art viewers are part of the
comprehensive GIS Suburban Atlas that has three full time GIS analysts working with
two Planners with GIS certifications.
These online map viewers contain specific data and serve specialized functions.
Such map viewers are targeted towards the following set of groupings: Economic
Development, Natural Resource Restoration and Green Infrastructure, Transportation
Infrastructure, and Housing. By further expanding the capabilities of each viewer,
users of the application can be empowered with more current and accurate geospatial
information to help reveal patterns and relationships, which can provide the support to
make significantly better decisions and more efficient operations.
SSMMA brings together information from a large number of sources such as
TIF zones from Cook County or Tax Assessor Data that are in turn joined to individual
parcels. SSMMA also works with members of the GIS Consortium to create original data
through digitization (e.g. water and sewer infrastructure and location of street lights)
as well as convert other available datasets of various types into a GIS-based format
to further expand the vast collection of regional spatial data. In addition to these
efforts, SSMMA is creating smart phone applications that will enable people throughout
the Calumet Region to geographically record data such as the status of construction
projects or sightings of wildlife.
The process of collecting and digitizing such information requires a
comprehensive effort. SSMMA has invested several hundred thousand dollars in creating
this system and has identified specific new procedures that are critical to ensuring that
the underlying data fields are current. Given that the Atlas is based on the underlying GIS
base maps supported by Cook County, it is possible to expand this system to cover all of
the Calumet. Indeed, the Atlas is already involved in several projects that collect data in
other parts of the Calumet.
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PROJECT NAME: CALUMET NATIONAL HERITAGE AREA

Father Marquette and Calumet

Powderhorn Marsh and Prairie

Lead Staff/Organization: Mark Bouman, The Field Museum and Calumet Heritage
Partnership, Madeleine Tudor, The Field Museum
Committed Partners: Calumet Heritage Partnership (current board representation from
Southeast Chicago Historical Museum, Southeast Environmental Task Force, The Field
Museum, City of Blue Island, Hammond Public Library Suzanne K. Long Local History
Collection, Calumet Regional Archives, Indiana Landmarks, The Public Historian, Calumet
Ecological Park Association, Valparaiso University); Pullman State Historic Site (IHPA);
Openlands; ArcelorMittal; National Parks Conservation Association; and various Indianabased organizations
Potential Partners: DCEO, Convention and Tourism Bureaus, Local Historical Societies,
Municipalities, Park Districts, Chambers of Commerce
Project Summary: A Calumet National Heritage Area connecting the landscape
between a proposed Pullman National Park and the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
offers an opportunity to “brand” the region while fostering economic development,
building community, and strengthening environmental conservation. It also presents a
mechanism to relate the MRSC’s work to related efforts in NW Indiana. Complementing
the existing Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor and the developing
Black Metropolis National Heritage Area will ensure that resources are leveraged to their
maximum and the entire area is able to learn from - and experience - the rich cultural
assets available to anyone who visits, lives or works there
Project Abstract: National Heritage Areas (NHAs) present a set of goals and a process
very similar to those set out by the Millennium Reserve SC. Serious groundwork for
a Calumet NHA has been laid, and it offers an excellent opportunity for the MRSC to
advance its goals. At the same time, the effort to create an NHA would benefit greatly
from the MRSC’s support.
Anchored on the west by Chicago’s Pullman community and proposed National Park,
on the south by the I&M Canal National Heritage Corridor, on the north by the proposed
Bronzeville National Heritage Area, and on the east by the Indiana Dunes National
Lakeshore, the proposed Calumet National Heritage Area brings together the region’s
gems: extraordinary natural areas and scenes of industrial wonder, woven together by
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a rich tapestry of diverse communities. A National
Heritage Area offers more than a way to draw interest
and support to a compelling landscape--it presents an
outcome-driven framework through which key Millennium
Reserve initiatives could be expanded into the entire bistate region. The goals of the Calumet NHA are to foster
economic development, build community, and strengthen
environmental conservation, which put this effort well in
line with the goals of the MR Calumet Core.
National Heritage Areas are designated by
Congress as entities of the National Park Service
where natural, cultural, and historic resources combine
Former Site of U.S. Steel South
to form a cohesive, nationally important story in a
Works Complex
“nationally distinctive landscape.” NHAs are public-private
partnerships, grassroots, community-driven approaches to heritage conservation and
economic development. There are 49 of these “lived-in landscapes” in the United States.
NHAs differ from National Parks in that the latter are owned, operated, and funded by
the National Park Service. NHAs incorporate a variety of land ownership mechanisms,
can articulate with a variety of operating entities, and develop a mixed public and private
funding base.
First proposed by the National Park Service in 1998, the idea for a Calumet
National Heritage Area re-gained momentum in the last few years.
• It builds on a decade of network building across the bi-state Calumet region.
• The Calumet Heritage Partnership was formed to advocate for an NHA. It is a 501c3
with a bi-state board. For 14 years it has presented a bi-state regional Calumet
Heritage Conference.
• In 2011, the National Parks Conservation Association’s strategic study for the
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore described a heritage area as a “meaningful way
to draw tourism and interest to the region.”
• In 2013, the 200 participants in the “Calumet Summit 2013: Connecting for Action”
ranked the creation of a heritage area as its highest priority.
A first step in creating an NHA is to develop and gather support for the idea from
stakeholders, including support from key political actors. Letters of support from the
community can demonstrate that the legislative next steps to formalize the process are
warranted and encouraged. The project is in this phase at this time.
The formal process proceeds with a Feasibility Study, which can be prepared by
community members, a consultant, or by the National Park Service. The study catalogs
the historical, cultural, ecological, and recreational assets of the region, outlines the
process by which the NHA will be managed, and demonstrates local participation in the
development of the study.
The Feasibility Study is used to support the introduction of Federal authorizing
legislation. If approved, Congress designates the Heritage Area for 15 years and
allocates some funding. (Most successful Heritage Areas do not rely for basic operations
on this funding, instead preferring to use it as the basis of a marketing budget.)
A management plan is then drafted by the Heritage Area (usually within three
years of designation) and it begins to operate.
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As currently conceived, a Calumet National Heritage Area would be a primary
mechanism to shine a light on the assets of the bi-state Calumet region. If the MRSC
embraces the idea, a major step forward will be taken on two fronts:
1.) The Calumet region in Illinois will have received an unprecedented level of
coordinated support from a variety of entities ready and able to take action.
2.) The Illinois support for the concept can be readily articulated to Indiana
stakeholders, and can spur the development of the coordinating bodies needed to
carry the idea forward across the entire region.
The project is being guided by the Calumet Heritage Partnership. CHP has
moved the idea more quickly in the last few years in partnership with The Field Museum
and support from ArcelorMittal. In the past few months, close attention has been paid
to coordinating the effort to create a Calumet NHA with the related efforts in Pullman,
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, Save the Dunes, and the Marquette Plan in Indiana.
The next step is to move to form a Coordinating Committee to drive the project forward .
Ultimately, a NHA is guided by a multi-stakeholder, grassroots initiative, most
likely working with the advice of an advisory board and the guidance of a SC.
MRSC support can be summarized as follows:
1.) Issue a joint resolution of support for a Calumet NHA that would connect the
Pullman National Park and the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, and articulate
with the Illinois & Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor and the Bronzeville
National Heritage Area.
2.) Agree to serve as an advisory panel for a bi-state feasibility study process for
the Heritage Area. Members of the MRSC could serve as key stakeholders for the
Illinois portion of the bi-state coordinating group. It should be noted that 8 of the
22 MRSC members are not confined to an Illinois geography.
3.) Sign a letter of support for a Heritage Area (forthcoming).
An opportunity exists to tie the creation of a Heritage Area to some key milestone
events in 2016: the centennial of the National Park Service, the 50th anniversary of the
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, and the centennial of the first land acquisition of
the Cook County Forest Preserve District. In order to meet this goal, a feasibility study
process would need to commence no later than early 2015.
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PULLMAN NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK

Lead Staff/Organization: National Parks Conservation Association, Lynn McClure
Committed Partners: Pullman Civic Org, Historic Pullman Foundation, Chicago Neighborhood
Initiatives, A. Philip Randolph Pullman Porter Museum, IHPA, Illinois Labor History Society,
Bronzeville Historical Society.
In addition there are more than 100 additional partner organizations signed on in
support, which have committed to Pullman national park support. That list is send under
separate cover. There are also more than 1,500 individuals throughout the state of IL who
have signed the same statement of support.
Potential Partners: Our focus now is on business – with an upcoming release of our
Economic Impact of a Pullman National Historical Park, we hope to recruit business
support for the initiative.
Project Summary: The National Parks Conservation Association (NPCA) is advancing a
campaign to establish and protect the Pullman National and State Historic District as
Chicago’s first national park. The proposed park will be a “lived in” environment and fit
the model of newer urban national parks, featuring small businesses, tourist attractions,
and housing, all within the boundaries of the park. The park will provide economic
stimulus for the surrounding community, will inspire a wave of renovation for the unique
history of this small community, and will help bridge racial divides. Based on successful
examples, such as Lowell National Historical Park (NHP), a Pullman National Historical
Park has the opportunity to provide an important boost for Chicago, while preserving
a unique part of our past. Recent press and reports further build energy towards this
important project (Addendum 6.2 and 6.3).
Project Abstract: There is one objective for this campaign: achieve designation of a
national park at Pullman.
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For nearly two years, NPCA has led the campaign
to create a national historical park at Pullman on
Chicago’s far South Side. The initiative has grown
measurably and now has strong support among many
influential individuals who are committed to helping
move the campaign forward. Now in year two of this
multi-year campaign we are focusing on building support,
educating lead decision-makers, moving legislative or
administrative action to establish the park, developing
partnership models to advance protection and renovation
of iconic Pullman structures, and beginning to develop a
vision for the future of Pullman as a national park.
Establishing Pullman Historic District as Chicago’s
first national park will provide critical opportunities for
connecting millions of people to culture, heritage and the
outdoors. The Pullman Historic District is opportunely
situated in the Millennium Reserve near a number of
established and planned trails. These trails connect
to thousands of acres of open space and natural areas
and the network of trails leading to the Pullman Historic
Pullman Clocktower
District gives residents and visitors a chance to celebrate
nature and connect to the rich history of American industry, labor and urban planning in
Pullman. By establishing the Pullman Historic District as Chicago’s first national park,
Pullman could give millions of urban residents their first national park experience.
National historical parks in urban areas, examples of which include Lowell (MA),
San Francisco Maritime, and San Antonio Missions, are shown to invigorate neighborhood
historic renovation and spur business growth, especially in tourism-related enterprises.
Elevating Pullman’s status from historic landmark to National Historical Park or National
Monument will help build local historic preservation efforts, bring new funding sources
to the area, and spur tourism and new business growth to support visitors and residents
alike. A Pullman National Historical Park will undoubtedly increase visitation to Chicago’s
South Side and will connect many urban residents with a “neighborhood” national park.
Beyond preserving history and spurring business growth, readily accessible national parks
serve as gateways for urban populations to the larger park system, the great outdoors, our
culture, and our past.
The campaign is on track and has already achieved significant milestones toward
the goals of protecting this historic treasure on Chicago’s far South Side and building
strength and capacity of community groups to support the park.
Over the campaign’s first year we have achieved several impor tant
outcomes including:
• Built a coalition of “Pullman Partners” to advocate for national park status, trained
more than 40 local organizations on advocacy and messaging skills, and enlisted
support from 110 organizations and 1,500 individuals
• Secured support from: Illinois Congressional delegation, Chicago City Council
(through resolution), State House legislators (through resolution), Governor Quinn,
labor leaders, and many others
• Secured Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s public support for a national park. Because of
the Partners’ efforts, the Mayor has included the neighborhood as one of seven
“opportunity areas” in the city. His goal for Pullman is to: “foster the creation of
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new development within a historic neighborhood context. Improve marketing of
historic Pullman as a cultural attraction and pursue a National Historical Park
designation for Pullman”
• Learned “best practices” from several successful National Historical Parks that will
be applied to our preservation, redevelopment, and partnership models at Pullman
• Quantified the economic impact of a national park at Pullman (to be released in Fall 2013)
• Developed messaging, communication and outreach materials
• Educated the general public through media
Some of the most important outcomes for our campaign to date were achieved
through research and subsequent travel to Lowell National Historical Park and Boston
Harbor Islands National Recreation Area. The lessons learned at Lowell and Boston
Harbor Islands are helping build components of the park like a partnership or advisory
council will help with how to structure the park’s legislation, etc. For example, the Lowell
condo and apartment development in historic mill structures and the unique artist live/
work spaces are directly applicable to Pullman and will help inform our recommendations
to the National Park Service regarding partnerships to assist with historic renovation. Our
experience at Lowell has also given us ideas for future grants and funding sources for
preservation and infrastructure work in the historic neighborhood.
The strategies we have employed to date – and will continue to use – are below:
• Establish, lead and build effectiveness of grass roots community support for a
national park
• Build support among key local influencers and public officials;
• Build broader public awareness in key “theme” areas, such as historic preservation,
labor, etc.
• Quantify economic benefits that a national park designation would bring to the
neighborhood and region
• Build effectiveness and capacity of local groups to work in partnership with the NPS;
• Educate local media and other influential media about the importance of a national
park at Pullman
• Work with NPS and DOI to determine significance, feasibility, suitability of a national
park at Pullman
• Work with Congress and/or the Administration on the appropriate vehicle to
establish a national park at Pullman
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PROJECT NAME: FUTURE CONSERVATION LEADERS

Lead Staff/Organization: Alison Paul/Field Museum
Committed Partners: Chicago Park District, The Forest Preserves of Cook County, Field
Museum, Chicago Wilderness, Calumet Stewardship Initiative, Illinois Department of
Natural Resources, and Openlands
Potential Partners: School Districts, Conservation Employers, Park Districts
Project Summary: Nearly a quarter million of the roughly one million inhabitants of the
Millennium Reserve area are ages five to nineteen. This poses a challenge to the SC:
how can the thousands of children served by excellent existing environmental education
and youth engagement programs become tens of thousands? Is a goal to “leave no
Calumet child inside” attainable? Given the unprecedented convening of wisdom, focus,
and influence represented by the SC, such questions must be asked even if, ultimately,
the more appropriately scaled one becomes: how can existing programs expand their
collective impact through better integration, connection, and support? Clearly, this is an
area that will need much more discussion and coordination. This work plan therefore
recognizes that nature education and its connections to stewardship, quality of life, and
career opportunities are a priority concern. A proper strategy to meet the concern will
require continued focused discussion among regional stakeholders, leading to more
detailed recommendations by the close of the year.
Project Abstract: A key investment in the Millennium Reserve will be to educate and
engage local residents, so that they can best benefit from and contribute to improvements
to the ecological and environmental bottom line. MR’s most direct community engagement
effort involves young people. The sustainability of the effort will depend on creating a
generation of local leaders with the knowledge, capacity, and skill to move the Millennium
Reserve’s goals forward. Tomorrow’s leaders are today’s young people; where does the
Millennium Reserve fit with respect to youth engagement and education?
More than 40 organizations responded to a 2011 survey of environmental
education and youth engagement in the Calumet Region (see http://www.
calumetstewardship.org/sites/default/files/Education_Map_website.png). Examples
of current nature education programs led by this initiative’s lead partners and that are
themselves the result of years of experience and partnership building include:
1. Mighty Acorns, grades 4-6th grade, which is a partnership with the Forest Preserves
of Cook County, The Field Museum, and the Illinois Department of Natural
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Resources. Mighty Acorns is a nature-based education program that traditionally
works with schools to incorporate nature education for 4th-6th graders into
classroom learning and field trips, including repeat visits to a natural area where
students engage in hands-on science learning, habitat restoration and exploration.
2. Earth Force, grades 7-8. Earth Force students develop the skills needed to create
long-term solutions to environmental issues in their community by using a six-step
problem-solving curriculum to choose a local environmental issue — such as toxic
cleaning solutions in schools or air pollution — and implement a conservation-action
project to address it.
3. Calumet is My Back Yard (CIMBY), grades 9-12, a joint program of the Chicago
Public Schools and The Field Museum. CIMBY builds scientific and leadership skills
for high school students through service learning at local natural areas, classroom
activities, and leadership training workshops that help students to take action to
protect local natural areas.
4. Next Generation Youth Ambassadors for the Calumet Region, a partnership between
the Cook County Forest Preserves and Fishin’ Buddies.
The project partners stand by the quality of each of these programs. They
professionally serve thousands of children a year. While finding a sustainable resource
base for them is a constant issue, the question could be posed as to what role the
Millennium Reserve SC or its members could have that is not already occurring.
Existing programs do not reach all children
in the Calumet. (In Chicago alone, there are 160
CPS elementary schools within 5 miles of Calumet,
and thus an opportunity to reach thousands of kids
through the schools). Developing a framework
that enables and supports participation by the
schools as a partner in nature education would
make comprehensive and durable what is currently
ad hoc and opportunistic. Area teachers need
professional development and program support,
schools need transportation support for field
trips, and other systemic issues stand in the way
of bringing young people to the region’s many
natural areas. At the same time, non-school
community partners have the potential to sponsor
programming. The connections between nature
education and potential conservation careers need
to be developed. Nature learning, recreation, and
work activities need to be connected to create a web of available opportunities leading to
conservation careers and lifelong stewardship engagement in a way that is as inclusive as
possible. In short, to make a broader and deeper regional impact, the programs need to be
better integrated, better connected, and better funded.
Rather than augmenting participation in any one organization’s programs or
increasing visits to one agency’s lands, the Future Conservation Leaders project is a
coordinated effort across public agencies and nonprofit organizations serving Millennium
Reserve communities to guide children from nature play to leadership in conservation.
This is a moment to make the most of the collective wisdom and influence gathered at the
Millennium Reserve table. It is motivated by a concern to not let the opportunity slide.
The collaborative project will be characterized by (1) a common agenda and vision for the
future of the region, (2) a shared system for collecting data and measuring results at the
community level, (3) mutual support and coordination of activities, and (4) continuous
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communication among the project partners.
The project partners plan to explore opportunities to expand programming and
address the significant gaps described above. Focused sessions will be held with
the core partners identified above and other MRSC members with a strong education
interest. It will then be expanded to other nature education and conservation job
providers, potential funders, and other interested MRSC stakeholders. These may include
the Student Conservation Association, GreenCorps, Calumet Stewardship Education
Committee, and possibly others including REI and the Nature Museum. The Field
Museum will convene these meetings to identify potential collaborative projects and next
steps with the major partners. Some new project possibilities might be considered. For
example, initial estimates show that expanding the Mighty Acorns programming to serve
34,000 kids (125 schools) would cost about $800,000, or $25 per child. To build this
capacity starting with 25 schools, would take 5 years. At the same time, the group will
review existing programming, its linkages, and its funding, and return recommendations
on how best to assure the long-term stability of these programs.
The point of the exercise at this point is not to conduct a complete strategic
planning process. Rather, it is a focused effort to identify best ways in which the
Millennium Reserve SC can move forward on this priority concern. To that end, support
from the highest levels of participating organizations is urged.
Project partners will identify desired outcomes of the Future Conservation Leaders
initiative, which will be used to track progress and measure success. Relevant metrics
of success in building future stewards may include patterns of continued participation in
programs as children become teens, number of families visiting natural areas, number of
events Aldermen hold in natural areas, etc.
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PROJECT NAME: STRATEGIC CONNECTIONS TO THE CALUMET AREA TRAIL SYSTEM

Lead Organizations: IDNR, Village of Burnham, The Forest Preserves of Cook County,
City of Chicago
Lead Staff: George Bellovics/IDNR (Burnham Greenway-Chicago, Wolf Lake Trail, Ders
Anderson/Village of Burnham (Burnham Greenway), Dave Landeweer/Village of Burnham (Cal
Sag Trail), Dave Kircher/The Forest Preserves of Cook County
Partner Organizations: Openlands, CDOT, Alderman Pope, Commonwealth Edison,
ArcelorMittal, City of Hammond, Hammond Port Authority, Illinois Commerce Commission
Project Abstract: Substantial investment in the initial stages of a pedestrian/ bicycling trail
system has been accomplished in the Calumet region over the past 15 years with 1) the
development of the north and south segments of the Burnham Greenway, 2) the designation
of the 500 mile Grand Illinois Trail route through the Calumet area, 3) the development of the
Indian Creek Trail within the Ford Industrial Supplier Park, and 4) the recent rapid expansion
of trails on the Indiana side of Wolf Lake and along the Lake Michigan Lakefront in Hammond
and Whiting.
Several key connections to complete this system have substantially finished final
engineering, need to overcome several land acquisition, lease, and railroad reviews, and are
then funded for construction: 1)the Burnham Greenway “Gap” in Chicago and the Village of
Burnham and 2) the Cal Sag Trail stretching west from the Village of Burnham to Lemont. In
addition, several very strategic cross-state border connections have been initiated recently to
connect these major trail systems that were developing separately in Illinois and Indiana: 1)
along the Lake Michigan shoreline and 2) along 112th Street.
Very recently, four agencies (Alderman Pope’s office, the IDNR, the Forest Preserves
of Cook County, and the City of Hammond) identified an opportunity to expand the Wolf Lake
loop trail network, mostly developed on the Hammond side of the lake, by cooperating on a
major new loop connection around the southern part of the lake.
All of these project segments, collectively, will create a trail system unlike any other in the
region, offering multiple trail ride experiences through wooded natural areas, along a beautiful
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lakeshore with views of windsurfers, kayakers, swans and
waterfowl, past restored wetlands and prairies, over open water
on long distance bridges, through picnic areas, with trail heads at
Hammond’s outdoor performing arts center and the new William
Powers Recreation Area visitor’s center. The trail system will be
a primary attraction and image creator with which to market the
Calumet area. It will be linked to a growing network of regional
trails (such as the CalSag Trail) that are reaching throughout NE
Illinois and NW Indiana.
A key important next step is to substantially increase
the tourism marketing of the area through outreach messaging,
wayfinding, brochures, maps, and tour development. Visitor
amenities will need to be continually improved as visits
increase.
Proposal Narrative: Finish the missing segments of the Calumet Area trail system within
three years. Begin developing visitor outreach and messaging materials. Begin developing a
collaborative strategy for visitor support services and amenities.
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PROJECT NAME: FORD CALUMET ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER ASSESSMENT

Original design of Ford Calumet Environmental Center, winner from 104 entries in
international design competition, 2004, Studio Gang Architects

Lead Staff/ Organization: Zhanna Yermakov, Chicago Park District
Committed Partners: Calumet Heritage Partnership, Chicago Park District, Cook County
Forest Preserves, Illinois Department of Natural Resources
Abstract: Having an attractive, high profile destination point would be a boon for the
Calumet Core of Millennium Reserve. Artfully designed, strategically sited and properly
programmed, it would be a source of pride for regional residents. It would provide both
them and visitors from outside of the region a known hub, a gateway to begin their
exploration of a region that can seem as fragmented and foreboding as it is rich and
varied in its history.
The Ford Calumet Environmental Center could be that place. On the one hand, a
Studio Gang designed building on the far southeast side of Chicago is inspired. It could
be for the Calumet what this firm’s design is for Northerly Island.
However, since first proposed about 10 years ago, the cost of the Gang design has
increased from roughly $6 million to about $25 million, placing it on a price-per-square
foot par with the Piano Renzo addition to the Art Institute of Chicago. There remains
about $8 million earmarked to build the Center. Some have argued that the primary
challenge is to identify funding sources to make up the balance. Others have argued,
even if anyone were able to identify viable funding sources – and, to date, no one has –
that spending that much money on any such building would drain needed resources from
other critical needs in the region. Additionally, a lot has changed over the course of the
past 10 years. In addition to the design and cost issues, questions and concerns have
arisen related to the proposed location, the purpose and use of the Center, management
and need for on-going support.
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Proposal Narrative: As one MRSC member pointed out, the Center is the only proposed
project for which there is money in the bank. Developed a decade ago, however, all of
the various components of the project may be outdated. Over the course of six months, a
dedicated project team would review the various components and come up with a revised
plan of action to build a new Center with available resources. The components to be
reviewed would include:
• Purpose
• Programming (what it is and who delivers it)
• Location
• Design
• Capital funding/budget
• On-going operations and maintenance
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PROJECT NAME: IMPROVED STORMWATER MANAGEMENT THROUGH
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Go To 2040 proposes a green infrastructure network that follows waterway
corridors, expands existing preserves, and creates new preserves in the region.

Lead Staff/Organization: Josh Ellis, Metropolitan Planning Council; David St. Pierre,
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago; Nancy Williamson, IDNR
and Chicago Wilderness; and Reggie Greenwood, South Suburban Mayors and Managers
Association, Metropolitan Planning Council, MWRD, City of Chicago, City of Blue Island,
Village of Park Forest, CMAP, IDNR, IEPA, US EPA, SSMMA, and Chicago Wilderness
Potential Partners: Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, City of Chicago, Chicago
Public Schools, Openlands, Chicago Park District, suburban park and school districts
Project Summary: This effort will first coordinate existing green infrastructure initiatives
in order to achieve shared goals, accelerate completion, and discern actionable lessons to
guide future investment. Simultaneously, additional watershed and sewershed modeling
will determine optimal locations for
future green infrastructure investments
at a much larger scale, toward a goal of
1 Billion gallons of storm water storage
across the Calumet region.
Project Abstract: Strategically located
green infrastructure practices can aid
in mitigating storm water runoff, provide
water quality benefits, improve habitat,
provide neighborhood linkages, and
contribute to community’s sustainability
and livability.
Fundamentally these
practices must be deployed to solve
specific flooding and storm water
problems and be integrated into larger
storm water infrastructure systems.
At present there are arrays of green
infrastructure initiatives in the Calumet
region that are uncoordinated, and
sometimes only loosely related to the
needs or operations of watersheds or
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More of this? Deep tunnel construction.

Or this? Permeable pavers and a landscape serving as
bioswale to capture water.

sewersheds. In order to achieve maximum impact, these current efforts must be better
aligned, and future investments must be planned and executed in a coordinated fashion.
In the near-term this project will be opportunistic – a to-be-established Millennium
Reserve Green Infrastructure Consortium will coordinate existing agreements, concepts,
and projects for the purpose of fast-tracking installation, developing shared monitoring
protocol and performance standards, and streamlining external communications about
these initiatives.
In the long-term this project will be deterministic
– using watershed/sewershed modeling the Millennium
Reserve Green Infrastructure Consortium will identify
and plan for green infrastructure storm water solutions
in a variety of means: on existing or planned public
property, including roadways, through intergovernmental
partnerships;
using vacant or underutilized land in
partnership with the Cook County and South Suburban
land banks as part of a regional off-site detention trading
system; as part of local/municipal sewer systems and
landscapes; and on private property in target, high-benefit
areas. Additionally, this project will explore sustainable
revenue streams dedicated for green infrastructure
installation and maintenance, workforce demands, and
opportunities for prioritizing available state funding.
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PROJECT NAME: MILLENNIUM RESERVE CALUMET CORE NATURAL
AREAS CONSERVATION COMPACT

Lead Staff/Organization: Illinois Department of Natural Resources
Partner Organizations: The Forest Preserves of Cook County, Illinois Nature
Preserve Commission, Chicago Park District, The Nature Conservancy
Project Summary: The project partners will collaborate to develop, sign, and begin
implementation of a Conservation Compact for INAI sites in the Calumet Core. This will
involve identifying compatible, shared, and coordinated conservation outcomes for the
sites of highest biodiversity value in the Calumet Core of Millennium Reserve, consisting
of the 23 designated Illinois Natural Area Inventory sites. Signatories will also identify
and undertake the protection and restoration activities necessary to provide effective
long-term conservation of the rare and high-quality species and natural communities
present at these sites.
Project Abstract: The Millennium Reserve Calumet Core is a largely developed landscape
with islands and corridors of natural habitat occurring across the landscape. For native
biodiversity the most valuable of these habitat areas are within the 23 natural areas
identified by the State of Illinois through the Illinois Natural Areas Inventory (INAI),
totaling nearly 6,000 acres. Thirteen of the INAI sites harbor natural communities that
are considered of global significance. Twenty of the INAI sites are already owned and/or
managed by the project partner organizations. The sites vary considerably in their natural
quality, restoration challenges, and current land uses.
Former and current surrounding land use has altered the hydrology of many of
these sites and has created other threats to their long-term sustainability, as reflected by
recently-documented declines in suitability of many of the region’s wetland habitats by
wetland-dependent birds. These natural areas in part reflect pre-settlement conditions
in Illinois, contain globally significant biodiversity and regionally rare wildlife habitat, and
provide important habitat for wildlife and plants listed as endangered or threatened by
the State of Illinois. They are our biological heritage and are of great value to society in
that they show us what the landscape of Illinois once was; they act as reservoirs for much
of the state’s biodiversity; they serve as templates for current and future restoration
efforts; and they provide important places for public recreation and nature appreciation.
The highest and best use of these sites is to protect and manage them so as to preserve
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their full complement of biodiversity and all their attendant benefits. Because of their
importance, some of these natural areas in the Calumet Core have been designated as
Nature Preserves, which is the highest form of protection under Illinois state law.
These sites require sustained and coordinated ecological management to maintain
these important functions, particularly due to previous uses and degradation, and major
stresses on them from their location in a highly urbanized matrix. The partners have a shared
mission to protect, conserve, restore, and manage these biological resources for the benefit
and enjoyment of current and future generations.
All of the partners have on-going and proposed
restoration and management activities at these
sites at varying levels of maturity. Although these
activities are significant, they are insufficient to
assure the long-term maintenance of biological
resources across the suite of sites. Critically,
there is insufficient coordination in management
of the INAI sites. Some of the sites lack defined,
long-term outcomes for the key species and
natural communities present in them. In addition
some sites lack plans to guide restoration, and all
sites lack sufficient funds to implement needed
restoration activities. A few of the sites are in
need of environmental remediation, the extent
of which still needs to be determined. Together,
we need to define the desired outcomes for each
site and do so as a complementary network, so
that the management actions across the sites
will serve to maintain the full remaining native
biodiversity of the Calumet Core.
A Conservation Compact will be
developed and signed by the project partners to
protect, maintain and restore the Illinois Natural
Areas Inventory sites in the Calumet Core of
Millennium Reserve. Implementation of the
Compact will require additional work focused on
collecting and analyzing current site conditions; developing specific habitat or speciesbased objectives; developing the coordination framework and structure; and establishing
a methodology for ongoing cooperation. This project also identifies immediate restoration
needs that are unfunded but should be accomplished to maintain habitat quality while
the coordinated management details are developed as part of the Compact.
The Compact will acknowledge the fact that these Illinois Natural Area Inventory
sites vary significantly in natural quality, restoration challenges and current and planned
usage. Some of these sites are brownfields with recognized contamination issues.
Remediation is costly and there are significant challenges to finding funding. Current and
planned uses, including recreational use must be considered and accommodated to the
extent possible to meet the Millennium Reserve goal of balancing economic, ecological
and community needs. Management goals for these sites will vary based on site or
species needs, recreational needs or plans, compatibility of other uses, and possible
funding limitations.
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The project partners have identified the following goals for the Conservation Compact:
• To develop a collaborative approach to protection, restoration and management
of the overall biodiversity of the Illinois Natural Areas Inventory sites within the
boundaries of the Millennium Reserve Calumet Core
• To protect, restore and manage the INAI sites so that existing biological resources
are conserved with no loss of biodiversity and habitat value is restored where it has
been diminished
• To develop specific goals and objectives compatible with varying recreational uses related
to land acquisition, restoration and management of INAI sites in the Calumet Core
• To develop roles and responsibilities among the partners, as needed, to provide
support for land acquisition, restoration and management of INAI sites in the
Calumet Core
• To develop and implement a regional habitat management plan for wetland wildlife
habitats, where appropriate, with a specific focus on deep marshes and the
restoration of hydrology and vegetation sufficient to support marsh-nesting birds
• To seek additional resources sufficient to conserve the unique biodiversity of these
sites in perpetuity
• To remove sources of environmental stress on these sites from contaminants,
altered hydrology, adjacent land use, invasive species, and other sources;
• To develop effective, coordinated approaches to INAI site management while
retaining management authority by landowning agencies
• To cooperate in the exchange of information and strengthen the scientific information
base for restoration and management of the Calumet region’s natural areas
• To promote an adaptive management approach to the conservation and
management of INAI sites
The parties in this project propose to meet this priority by collaborating on the
development of coordinated protection and restoration objectives, developing
complementary plans for overall biodiversity conservation in the 23 INAI sites in the
Calumet Core, and undertaking the key initial steps to reach those objectives.
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PROJECT NAME: DEVELOPING A REGIONAL OUTDOOR RECREATION
PARTNERSHIP AND FRAMEWORK PLAN

Lead Staff/Organization: Zhanna Yermakov, Chicago Park District
Partner Organizations: Forest Preserves of Cook County, Illinois Department of Natural
Resources, South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association
Project Summary: The purpose of the project is to identify and organize a Regional
Recreation Partnership, which will develop a framework for developing outdoor and
adventure recreation attractions in Calumet to serve as a destination for outdoor
adventure, and bring economic development to the region.
Project Abstract: Americans are spending time outdoors, supporting 6.1 million
recreation jobs, spending $646 billion dollars per year and generating $39.7 billion in
state and local tax revenue through their outdoor recreation activities. Between 2005
and 2011, despite the recession, the outdoor recreation economy grew approximately
5 percent per year, while many other economic sectors contracted. With 80 percent of
Americans now residing in urban areas, the needs for outdoor recreation opportunities
is increasing. A regional outdoor recreation framework plan can help determine the
potential assets of this region to serve as a destination for eco-tourism.
Outdoor and Adventure Recreation are
becoming widely recognized as essential community
services. Through recreation we improve our health,
well-being, strengthen families, grow community
and diversify our economy. The Calumet Region
can become recognized as a lifestyle destination,
where people can play, explore, enjoy, live and
work.
The region already is home to many
recreational resources, including terrestrial and
water trails. Improving, connecting and developing
new recreational opportunities will help define and
make the Calumet Region an attractive regional
destination for eco-tourism. Regional recreational
attractions can include ropes courses, ziplining,
rowing, obstacles courses, kite boarding, disc sports,
paintballing, zorbing, fishing, backpacking, camping,
kayaking, horseback riding, hiking and many others.
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The regions’ trails and attractions can become destinations for university sport training and
races, serve as family or individual weekend gateways, and also become company retreats to
learn teambuilding skills.
A lot of these activities are already present and thriving, including rowing,
canoeing, and hiking, and some are planned, such as a campground, an aquatic park
and a bike park. The key for Calumet becoming a destination for eco-tourism is to
develop eco-recreation attractions that draw people from the region to come to Calumet.
A good example is the Blue Island Rowing Center, which is already attracting regional
competitions that draw people from other states. These large attractions can draw people
to the region and drive the local economy. The key will be to develop them at the scale
where they can support regional and national competitions, and thus become attractions
and economic engines for the region.
With the development of popular outdoor recreation attractions, the Calumet
Region can become a regional destination for eco-tourism, and be an economic engine
that this region has been seeking for many decades.
There are several examples of this approach throughout the country.
Regional Recreational Planning Efforts and/or Partnerships
• Oakland County, MI: Regional Multi-Use Adventure Recreation Park Concept http://
www.destinationoakland.com/planning/Documents/13-07-10%20Tri-fold%20
intro%20July%2011.pdf
Partnership between Oakland County Parks and Recreation Commission and the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources to obtain and develop a portion of the Koenig
Sand and Gravel Mine for the creation of a multi-use adventure recreation park, which
would include Mountain Bike Challenge Course, Zip Lines, ORV Riding Area, Trail and
Water Recreation Zone
• Roanoke County, VA: Explore Park (a regional adventure park concept) http://www.
roanokecountyva.gov/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=1414
Pending agreement between the Virginia Recreational Facilities Authority (VRFA) and
Roanoke County, which would establish a 99-year lease of Explore Park to Roanoke
County. Park would be administered by Roanoke County’s Parks, Recreation and
Tourism department, with the long-term goal of creating a regional adventure
park. Park would provide both passive and active recreation opportunities, as well
as future economic development possibilities through public-private partnerships.
Among the possible uses the County is considering for the park are special events,
family outreach programs, pavilion rentals, RV camping, rental cabins and outdoor
adventure attractions.
The Roanoke Regional Partnership has been recognized for its efforts to develop an
economic sector around outdoor recreation in the Greater Roanoke area. Initiatives
include: www.RoanokeOutside.com, National College Blue Ridge Marathon and the
Gear Junkie Roanoke Treasure Hunt, which have drawn hundreds of visitors to the
region and had an economic impact in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. The
Partnership has helped create an adventure tourism workshop to help develop
retailers and outfitters catering to people who want to explore the region’s outdoors.
• Forty years after the federal government labeled Chattanooga, TN as the city with
the dirtiest air in the U.S., it has developed a reputation as a national leader of
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sustainable development. In the 1970s and 1980s, leaders in Chattanooga and
surrounding Hamilton County committed to building a system of greenways to
preserve natural spaces and provide recreation and alternative transportation
along what it has branded as the Tennessee River Blueway. After a community wide
strategic planning process, the city established Outdoor Chattanooga in 2003 to
oversee its outdoor recreation infrastructure. In 2008, Knoxville moved forward with
a plan to invest $11 million to build a five-acre riverfront park along the Tennessee
River in a bid to attract private investment.
• Southeast Colorado Regional Tourism & Outdoor Recreation Partnership Forums,
Strategic Outdoor Recreation Plan, January 2008, http://cospl.coalliance.org/fedora/
repository/co%3A11722/nr42so82008internet.pdf/
Plan is the product of a collaborative process between Colorado State Parks, the 30+
members of the Southeast Colorado Regional Heritage Task Force (SECORHT), and
numerous other stakeholders having a vested interest in recreation development in
the region. The partnership conducted three forums focusing on outdoor recreation
and tourism. Members included a diverse range of stakeholders representing the
local tourism industry, local governments, local economic development offices,
private and public recreation interests, and other interested regional stakeholders.
Regional Adventure Recreation Parks
• Three Palms Action Sports Park: Southeast Texas, http://www.threepalmsesp.com/
255-acre park that has 7 motocross tracks, two lakes, cross training course, sand
beach areas, jet ski lake, wake boarding lake, fishing lake, adventure racing and
concert venue.
• Perkins Road Community Park: Baton Rouge, LA (East Baton Rouge Parish), http://
www.brec.org/index.cfm/park/detail/139/n/143
52.2-acre “extreme sports” park (and the most visited park in the system) that
serves a larger geographic area than a neighborhood park and is designed to
engage the entire family for a whole day. It includes: Skate Park, BMX Track (offers
USABMX sanctioned races every Sunday evening; there is a race fee, and a limited
number of bikes and helmets are available for rental), Velodrome, Community
Playground (extreme sports adventure theme), fishing, Team Automotive Group
Sportsplex (www.teamsportsplex.net): Includes the largest indoor basketball facility
in Baton Rouge and the largest indoor volleyball facility in Louisiana.
• Extreme Sports Park (ESP): Port Angeles, WA, http://www.extremesportspark.net/
Promoted as a region attraction because Port Angeles is a 17-mile ferry ride from
Victoria, B.C., 80 miles from Seattle and almost within walking distance from
William R. Fairchild International Airport. Offers one major attraction right now: A
world-class Sprint Boat Track for Jet Boat Racing. (Partners have recently been in
contact with racers in New Zealand and Australia who have shown a great interest
in creating a World Series Race in Port Angeles.) There are plans for a second
attraction at this site: A 5K “Run A Muck” Obstacle Course Mud Run that attracts
fun runners of all physical capabilities, from the most extreme athletes to those who
just want to have fun and participate. The event will have concessions and a beer
garden with live bands playing throughout the day. The crowd and fan expectancy is
estimated around 5,000+for a first time event. Camping will be available on-site as
to allow for easy access to all ESP events as well as the Northern Olympic Peninsula
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and all of its wonderful attractions.
• Jozi X Adventure Center: Johannesburg, South Africa, www.jozix.co.za
The Center includes inflatable climbing walls with cushions beneath (no harnesses
used), zorbing, mountain boarding (like snowboarding with no snow), Slackline Park
(slackline is a sport that allows you to perfect your balance along narrow, flexible
pieces of webbing, set-up at different height), Big Air Krush Kusion Jump: The
first Big Air Krush Kushion in South Africa allows you to learn tricks, flips, spins,
rolls and grabs on ANY non-motorized discipline (e.g., BMX, mountain boards,
rollerblades, skateboards).
• Five Rivers MetroParks: Dayton, OH (self-titled “Outdoor Adventure Capital
of the Midwest”) http://www.metroparks.org/GetOutside/OutdoorRecreation.
aspx?id=2010Recreation
Five Rivers MetroParks is hosting the Subaru Adventure Series (October 2013):
Subaru and its local dealers are offering a lineup of outdoor adventure programs
and will showcase five outdoor activities (mountain biking, fly fishing, backpacking,
kayaking, and slacklining).
The Goals of this projects are:
• Identify interested participants in the Calumet Outdoor Recreation Partnership.
The Regional Partnership will recognize the importance and benefits in planning
collaboratively for the provision of recreation facilities and attractions over the next
25 years.
• Develop a Regional Outdoor Recreation Framework Plan
The Framework plan will be used as a touch stone to guide for each regional
partner as they plan for and deliver recreation facilities. It will be developed by the
Partnership and will be a strategic plan and business case to guide decisions about the
delivery of recreation services in the region over the next 25 years. The plan will set a
shared vision and outcomes for recreation in the region and establish short, medium and
long-term priorities.

Other Projects
The following projects will be further pursued by the organizations noted:
• Calumet Ecological Jobs Partnership – Chicago Park District, Forest Preserves of
Cook County and Chicago Department of Transportation
• Calumet Eco-Energy Industrial Park (GreenSeed) – To be connected with the Illinois
Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity
• Shabbona Woods Campground – Forest Preserves of Cook County
• Railhead of the Dunes – Future consideration by multiple parties
• William Tillman Maritime Academy – Prologue, Inc.
• Park Forest Reforestation Plan – To coordinate with the Regional Trees Initiative
• West Woodlawn Botanic Garden & Village Farm – Blacks in Green
For full descriptions and work plans, see Addendum 6.1.
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Section VII:

Next Steps
Overview
The tremendous commitment of time contributed by the Millennium Reserve
Steering Committee (MRSC) and their staff provided critical thinking, strategy, and planning
towards a realizable set of priority projects. The SC traveled a long way since March, 2013
when the Executive Order was signed. While it was acknowledged at the September 2013
meeting that the commitment asked of the participants was only expected through the sixth
meeting, SC members unanimously committed to moving forward with quarterly meetings.
Furthermore, members agreed to form an Executive Committee and project committees.
Overall Millennium Reserve SC interest and engagement remains steadfast.
The goals of this first phase—developed throughout the duration of six SC meetings
and stakeholder engagement—were to synthesize regional plans, conduct public outreach,
receive and refine project ideas and work plans, and secure strong alliances towards
important work going forward. This phase is complete with the writing of this report.

SC Meetings
The Steering Committee built energy, commitment, and partnership throughout
the six-month process and has committed to continue their efforts towards successfully
implementing their work plan (See Section II: Steering Committee Process). A
considerable amount of trust and expectation, essentially self-assigned accountability,
is demonstrated through this commitment to move forward together. The realization that
the process was undertaken in a very aggressive timeframe activates a commitment to
move forward that will not only ensure success of the current plans, but also allow more
time to develop long range goals that will drive continued success. The SC meetings will
take place quarterly.

Expanded Leadership
At the September meeting, the Millennium Reserve SC agreed to form additional
bodies of leadership and engagement to support and facilitate the policies, work plans,
and important leveraging of human, technical, and financial resources. This resulted in
the formation of an Executive Committee, and project committees.

Executive Committee
The Executive Committee, nominated and appointed by the members of the SC,
will meet monthly. They will set agendas for Millennium Reserve SC meetings, oversee
the project committees, and pursue actions as informed by the quarterly SC meetings. The
logistical expectations of the Executive Committee include: providing oversight for staff,
and developing budgets, annual goals, and governance policies.
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The recommended structure of the Executive Committee is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two SC Co-Chairs
One State Representative
Two Community Stakeholder Representatives
One Business Stakeholder Representative
One Environmental Organization Representative
One Foundation Representative
One Local Government Representative

Project Committees
As the next phase of leadership and project management ensues, it is envisioned
that the work plans will be populated and further refined by the project managers and
partnering organizations. They will likely revisit the engagement and resources needed
of the SC as the projects ensue. As was noted in the projects Section IV: Priority Projects,
some projects are well developed and ready to launch with little additional work, or have
already been underway and have minimal need for the SC’s engagement. Other projects
will need to follow additional steps in order to fully launch their intended efforts. As such,
the SC will establish specific project committees for each of the 12 priority projects put
forth in the work plan.
These project committees will be:
• Blue Island Intercollegiate Rowing Center and Marina
• Millennium Reserve Industrial Jobs Work Plan: Workforce Development
• Millennium Reserve Industrial Jobs Work Plan: Creating Industrial Jobs On
Brownfield Sites In The Calumet Region
• Communicating Calumet Assets
• The Calumet National Heritage Area
• Pullman National Historical Park
• Future Conservation Leaders
• Strategic Connections To The Calumet Area Trail System
• Ford Calumet Environmental Center Assessment
• Improved Storm Water Management through Green Infrastructure
• Millennium Reserve Calumet Core Natural Areas Conservation Compact
• Master Recreation Plan
The project committees will meet as required to achieve their respective priorities.
Comprised of Millennium Reserve SC members and staff as project leaders, as well
as participating organization staff and other experts, these committees will provide
guidance, feedback, and coordination for each project. SC and project committee
members will also be expected to engage partners who may not currently be involved
in these projects, but are active in the particular arena. Authority of the committees,
established tasks, and expected deliverables will be determined as one of the first
courses of action when the SC reconvenes.

State Agency Task Force
The SC and State Agency Task Force will continue to convene in order to coordinate
and leverage technical assistance and resources towards delivering the Millennium Reserve
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SC work plan. The State Agency Task Force—the formal leadership group representing the
State of Illinois—is led by Marc Miller, director of the IDNR. Director Miller also serves on
the Millennium Reserve SC. A process and schedule is yet to be formed for this interface,
but preliminary discussions have suggested an introductory meeting with project committee
leaders and Task Force staff to devise a process and set of expectations of how best to
coordinate efforts.

Infrastructure for Success
Any successful work plan will need to employ effective infrastructure to facilitate
and track the myriad of activities. The data management system being undertaken
by the South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association—which will host research
and data in a spatial format to aid in ecological, economic, and community planning
and development—will provide an interactive and open resource for local government,
community, and business entities. Additionally, a system of indicators and metrics will
need to be developed for overall project oversight by the Executive Committee and the
SC. They will build upon the well-developed priority project work plans being managed
by the SC and stakeholder organizations. A policy framework will need to be considered,
as substantial operational and legislative alterations could result in more expedient
progression of activities. Lastly, a communication plan will need to be developed in order
to manage outreach, education, and information management for the effort. The plan
will likely include a branding effort, website development, and a coordinated calendar of
activities which ties closely to the SC organizations and other stakeholder project leader
organizations.

Going Forth
It is envisioned that a special event will be held in conjunction with Governor
Quinn and local leaders to present the priorities of the SC, resource commitments, and
collaborative actions moving forward.
A preliminary goal is to hold a SC meeting no later than Spring 2014, during which
the Executive Committee will be formed to closely track progress, set SC agendas, and
facilitate project committee reports on work plan successes and challenges.
A strong sense of hope, excitement, and developing trust is pervasive amongst
the Steering Committee members, staff, and partners. An impressive combination of
commitment and willingness to leverage resources and energy, as demonstrated in The
Millennium Reserve’s efforts to develop their work plan, bodes well for the work ahead.
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